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The program for the DC8—D3 flight planning has been slightly codified
f
`
for the three dimensional flight planning	 for DC1O aircrafts.
Several test runs of the modified program over the North Atlantic
^ and North America have been made for verifying the program
in this project.I
Referance is made to pages and formulas in 'Optimal Track Selection
and 3—Dimensional Flight Planning' written by H. M. De Jong, No. 93.
m.0D I F ICAT I ©N.
1. Wgather Information.
IWhile Dr. L7e Jong used geopotential height and temperature in his
##^	 program as a meteorological data. the modified program uses wind
F L L.:
E	 (direction and speed) and-temperature A-received from National Weather
' ((	 Service.
A scanning program has been written to collect required weather
1	 information from the raw data received in a packed decimal format.
Two secs of weather data, the 12—hour forecast and 24—hour forecast
based on GuGu GMT, will be used for dynamic processes in uur testruns.
;I. In order to save computing time only the weather data of the North
Atlantic and North America is previously stored in a PCF file and then
scanned tint by one.
The element name ( for weather data) of the PCF file is 'NW5' in our
test ran•;.
Wind data is supplied in the form of grid point values of the vector
wind




'then it prepares spot values by interpolation with respect to the
values of the wind components in the surrounding vertices of grid.
See Fig. 1, Fig.2 and Fig.3.
Qi9. points
While Dr. De Jong used weather data depicted from the grid points in
a Cartesian grid superposed on a polar stereographic chart pro jection
With standard parallel at 60 degree N o the modified program uses
Weather data depicted from the same grid points that National
Weather Service uses.
.See 'Aviation Digital Forecasts Program' issued by National Weather
Service in Aug. 1978.
A blockette and grid points:






Each gc-id point contains its own weather data.
a. In order to compute a great circle distance on earth between two
points the following equation is used:
DISY=&.O arccos( sin LS sin LD + cos LS cos LD cos cRD - FS) }
where i._S=latitude of start.
f._D=latitude of destination,
eS=2angitude of start,
,*D longitude of destination,
lli57=great cicle distance between start and destination.
(See et;u:ition 5. 20. F. 64).
! C
I
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b. To compute a true course it uses the following equation:
TC=arccos( (sin LD
	 sin LS cos(DIST/60) ) / (sin(DIST/60) cos LS)
I'.
	{ if sin(HD-RS) ? 0 then (360-TC) ) is used
l ^j	 where *fC= true course in degree.
c. Computation of a drift angle uses the following equation:







I{^	 TAS=true air speed.
	
r,	 d. Heading= TC + DA (in degree).
a. Performance data f of DM.
`
a. Specific range table as a function of weight and
	 latitude.
This is an important economic index which is the air distance
covered by a turbo— ,het aircraft per unit of fuel consumption.
This data is almost independent of temperature and depends on the
f
aircraft weight only at a prefixed flight level.
_ See table
	 1,	 P.116 and Fig.
	 4 in this documentation.
b. Climb	 time table as a function of temperature and weight.




j c. Climb	 distance table as a function of temperature and weight.
i Spe Fig 6.
d. Climb fuel
	 table as a function of tempeeature and weight.
See Fig 7.
e. Max.	 weight table as a function W flight and temperature.
The maximally allowable weight depends on flight altitude and
temperature deviation from standard.
Sve Fig 4.
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f.	 Pi4ramwter rl	 and r2	 (	 See table 2.	 P.	 116).
fromParameter rl and r2 are derived	 the specific range table.
I Here rl and r2 denote the coefficients of a straight line fit
in a	 ( weight,	 i/entry value) graph at constant pressure altitude.
According to the specific range table for DC10 performance data,
rl and r2 are as follow:
I







it 390	 -0.83	 0.0000890
g.	 Extra burns for step-up and step-down.
IWhile extra burn parameters for DC6-D3 were 100 kg/ 4000 ft for
1 step-up and -80 kg/ 4000 ft for step-down,	 the new program uses





for the DCIO flight planning.
t
h.	 The equations	 (6.31)	 in p.	 121 and	 (6.33)	 in p.123 will	 be used
`tE
F
in our test runs,	 since precisely matched parameters for OC10 are
not .available now.
(See lines 874-879 and	 1305-1313 of the new progra.a).
I J
`?	 i t i a l.i z i lOr4 I 13hl4t Ps3r Ame t o A.
FLUR= s oquenc a number.
TAXi=	 t..,xi	 fuel(kg).




TUW= If -1,	 then computation starting 	 in end	 point of flight.
I
MAX r'OW= max.	 takeoff weight(kg ).
MAX-W=	 m.,x.	 landing	 weight(kq).
DH Tr' .-	 d,,te/moisth /yecjr.
i
7IO= If - y , then east bound flight. 	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
TTT= time of departure.
	 OF POOR QUALITY.
ROUTE- route indicator.
ST= starting graph point number.
ST1= destination number.
Mote: These input parameters are read from card images of the
PCF file in our testruns (element name - DC10F).
But these may be read directly from cards.
5	 u	 t Va. l ues.
See output listings.
NO. =graph point number.
HEAD- heading in flight (degree).
Fl.= flight level in 100 ft.
TMP- off standard temperature in centigrade degrees.
TAS= true air speed (n. m).
WIND=wind along the track ( + - tail, - e head).
DIST- distance of slight segment.
ACCD= accumulated distance flown(n.m).
TIME=time along the segment flown.
ACCT= accumulated time (hour, min).
BURN- fuei consumed in segment (kg).
WEIGHT= weight (kg).
TOC- top of climb.
TOD= cop of descent.
b^1 . Rev i e uM SM ILU BAMIL.
8incL Dr. DE Jong already proved that a solution in 3-spate would
reward as compared With a 2-space solution, we Will not treat the
factorized 2-space optimalization case and the ;,rescribed track case.
Thus we Will concentrate on test runs about pure 3-dimensional flight
planning in free space.
While average CPU time for one flight plan with the modified program
is approximately 120 seconds' or, UNIVAC 1108, the original program
takes approximately 110 seconds or more for one flight plan on
UNIVAC 1108.
However, for more then one flight plan it would require less than two
minutes per one flight plan With the modified program, since they can
share precalculated results for the weather information.
Note. In our test runs, two different sets of Weather data and
performance data will be used.
Weather data. (1) geopotential height and temperature,
(:) wind (speed, ozrection) and temperature.
Herfura,ance data:
• 1r for OC2-D3:
standard c ^ uz se,	 ORIGINAL PAGE ;',
r eguiarity	 3 %	 OF Pn^`. ^'	 ^^•.•
r ach	 34
taxi fuel	 1500 kg
Zero fuel	 75000 kg
veserveS	 10000 kg
triax. takeoff wt.	 1 .12900 kg
rrax. landing wt.	 93000 kg
(2) for DC10:












New York — Amsterdam least bound)






step up 100 kg/4000 ft











Mac h 	 0. 9:
taxi fuel	 662












a. Tout runs of the original program (for DC8-D3).
(b)	 :JuLptit
e &L•e Fig S.




36398 kg	 9914	 6h 51m	 X.05 n. m
m. n. t11110
	
39931 kg	 10339	 6h 43m	 3205 n. m
^r	 '
0 Off. PAGE 0
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# routes taken: same route
115-113-109-103-97-ors-87-77-6b-5Z-37-21-11-6-2-0
(c). Remarks.
The original program written in Burrough ALOUL has been
converted for use in UNIVAC 1109.
Test run results which come from the converted program are gust
Identical to those obtained from the original program, assuming
















New York - Amsterdam (east bound;
zero Wind and standard temperature
DC8-D3
same as in test run #1
same as in test run #1
I F
ir.
c+ • 1ter• ion	 trip fuel	 1,06t	 time	 distance




To run the program under zero wind and standard temperature
19 a kind of minimal check.
The uptimal trick should there consist of the 'optimal Operational
distance track' in the graph as a good approximation of the great
circio hack between the end points.
L PARE M
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The resuits of test run 02 show s a slightly different route as
compared with that obtained in the test run 01.
The results should be unaffected when thr program is run for a
flight in opposite direction between the same points (west
It bound versus east bound).	 See table 11.	 P.120.
I
b. Test runs of the modified program.
(a).	 Input parameters.
start-destination:	 New York - Amsterdam (east bound)
weather data:	 taro wind and standard temperature
I perforuian p e data:	 DC8-D3
f1191 1 t	 level	 ri	 r2
31000	 4.94	 0.0600693




r , extra ourn.	 step up	 100 a9/4000 ft
1
stop down -80 k9/4000 ft
I ib).	 Oatput.
+► 	 bier	 ftq.	 10,
criterion	 trip fuel	 cost	 time	 distance
k







{ Let us compare test run 03 With test run 42.
-^ These test runs with same input parameters should show close




-in Fig. 37, P.110.
Hoch test run s#2 and #3 have same route between New York and
hm;terdam.
program criterion fuel cost time distance
original min.fuel 38327 10357 7h 05m 3193 n.m
r.,odified min. fuel 38225 10335 7h 05m 3188
	
n. m
Differences in results may be attributed to the use of different
formulas for computing segment distance and true course, and
round of errors.
Thus we know that the modified program works correctly under
this minimal check.
(P,). Test run #4.
(a). Input parameters.
start-destination:	 New York - Amsterdam (east bound)
weather data:	 wind and temperature
performance data-	 DC8-D3
r-1 and r2:	 same as in test run #3
extra burn:	 same as in test run #3
i b ). Output.
	
• --3Et: Fig.	 11.
	




34273 kg	 9015	 5h 38m








These test runt were executed under conditions having standard
cruise, Mach-0.$034, New York - Amsterdam (east bound), DC9-D3
performance data, and min. time criterion.
test run weather fuel cost time distance
testrun#1 geopotential 39931 10359 6h 43m 3205 n.m
testrun#4 wind 34327 9015 5h 59m 3192 n.m
Differences in results are attributed to the use of different
weather data set.
The difference in flight time implies the test run #4 used
weather data set with almost east bound wind along the track.
It is reasonable to have faster flight in the test run #4 than
in the test run #1 since as you see in Fig. 11, an aircraft to
fly may experience only tail Wind--along the planned track.









New York - Amsterdam (east bound)
wind and temperature
DCIO
same as in test run #3
same as in test run #3
criterion	 trip fuel








(g) . !&%k ran #4L•
(a). Input parameters.
start—destination:	 Amsterdam — New York (west bound)
weather data:
	 wind and temperature
performance data:	 DC10
ri and r2:	 same as in test run #3
extra burn:	 same as in test run #3
( b) . Output.
* See fig. 13.
A strange symptom occurs: A negative segment flight time and
a negative fuel burn between graph point number 0 and 1.
Thus we temporarily add one statement in line #864 to avoid
this negative magnitude.
Let us make another test run with this added statement under
same conditions ( test run 07).
:^) .	 !_ r : in #'7.
(a). Input parameters	 same as in test run #6.
(b). Output.




min. time	 68447 kg	 15383	 711 52m
	 3283 n. m
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
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(c ) . Remarks.
Let us compare test run #5 with test run #7.
These test runs are made under following conditions:
DC10 performance data, wind and temperature and same start-
destination.
test run bound trip fuel cost time distance
#5 east 48789 kg 11129 5h 52m 3192 n.m
#7 west 68447 kg 15383 7h 52m 3283 n.m
The west bound flight takes 2 hours more in flight time as
compared With that obtained in east bound flight.
This is caused by the strong eat*--bound wind trend in weather
data and longer flight distance in west bound route taken.















# See Fig. 15 and 16.







step up'	 700 kg/4000 ft
step down -28 kg/4000 ft
At
OF POOR QUMM
criterion	 trip fuel	 cost	 time	 distance
min. fuel
	 49952 kg	 21320	 5h 53m	 3192 n. m
min. time
	
51129 kg	 11480•	 5h 52m	 3192 n.m
a routes taken: saint route
115-113-108-103-97-91-87-77-65-51'-37-21-ii-6-2-0
(c). Remarks.
These test runs show that the min. fuel flight pien gains
1177 kg of trip fuel and loses 1 minute of flight time as
as compared with the min. time flight plan.
The gains may look inconsiderable.
But this is the result of one test run only.
Here another comment is made for optimal step altitude profiles.
The fuel and cost profiles have both the normal appearance:
Approximation of a continuous cr"se climb with one or two 4000
ft steps.	 However, the min. time flight is more irregular.
This is caused by the response of the aircraft's speed to the
vertical temperature gradients:	 The level of highest
temperatures is sought.
As you see temperature values in Fig. 3, some higher altitude
levels have unexpectedly lower temperature values, for example,


























35000 ft	 0. 85	 0.0000792	
OF	 OLVAM
39000 ft	 —0.83	 0.000089
extra burn:	 step up	 700 kg/4000 ft




# See Fig. 17 and 18.
criterion




49949 kg	 11319	 5h 53m
	 3192 n.m
min. time




We used slightly different rl, .r2—parameter sets to see how
they affect flight plannings in this test run.
When we see test runs, #So #9, #10 and #11 we understand that
there is no significant difference in results under slightly
different rl , r2 parameter sets.









Amsterdam — New York (west bound)
wind and temperature
DC 10
same as in test run #10












7h 56m	 3293 n. m
(c). Remarks.
In this test run we understand that there are significant
differences in results mainly because of the east bound wind
tendency in the Weather data set used.
criterion	 bound	 fuel	 cost	 time	 distance
min. fuel	 east	 49948 11319 5h 53m	 3192
min. fuel	 West	 69928 15667 7h 58m 	 3283
(IQ). lest run #12.
(a). Input parameters: same as in test run #12 except the following:
60 `I. of vector wind for mean climb  vector.
4 minutes for take-off and acceleration.
(b). Output.
* See tr ig. 20.
criterion	 trip fuel	 cost	 time	 distance




We made some modifications on climb distance computation to avoid
the negative magnitude as described in the test run #6.
We book 60 % of vector Wind instead of 75 % for the mean climb
vector wind (See line #882-663 of the program listing).
The climb time is usually reduced by a few minutes to account for
take —off and acceleration.	 We took four minutes for it in
criterion trip fuel cost
min.	 fuel 69928 k9 15667
in
ns_„^.,4.s,.:^sia.... _._. x._ .. a.. .^.. 	 ,...^	 ..	 ,.:.<a...._.Jts.:...__.__.. 
.....n__.._.^.L..	 _	
-	
-__	 _ -°y'..-!.^_ .^..r.._ .1.a^^. ..,..^.-...
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this test run ( two minutes taken in test run #12).
Then lot us see how modifications affect the flight plannings.
test run criterion fuel cost time distance
#12 min.	 fuel 69928 13667 7h 56m 3283 n. m
#13 min.	 fuel 70404 13770 8h Oim 3283 n.m
It shows that the test run #13 requires slightly more cost and
time than the test run #12, but not significantly.
Graph point #1 has Dist-10, Time wi, and burn=200 in this test run
instead of zeros.
EXTRA COMMENT$ EM IFS MQDIFIED P890RAM.
a 54-334
Procedure WDATA scans weather daira received from National
Weather Service and obtains the required weather information
for North Atlantic and North America area.
(see the weather data format in Operational Manual issued on
9/19/78 and Aviation Digital Forecasts Program issued in
Aug. 19?8, by National Weather Service).
The weather data received in packed decimal format is supplied
in the form of grid point values of the vector wind and
temperature.
+r 72—:45
Procedure CHOP cuts a piece of weather information from the
whole weather data for a specified grid point.
ar 89-116
Procedure STOR prepares a two dimensional array (12004) for
the weather information and stores the chopped weather data
in the array according to the standard pressure levels, i,e,
300 mbar, 250 mbar, 200 mbar etc.
+► 119-133
Procedure AREA gets the header information of the weather data.
L et area number, blockette number etc.
* 136-142




Procedure GETDATA stores the weather data of each grid point
in the prepared array according to GMT time, standard pressure
level, area number, and blockette number.
* 216-225




Procedure WINDCOMP decomposes a vector Wind into x and y
components.
257-262
Procedure INTP contains a formula for linear interpolation.
267-276
-This routine prints out the weather data which are stored
in Lhe array space.
(One may delete this routine if not needed).
281-313
'This routine converts the weather data in the standard
pressure levels to the weather data in flight levels by using
the interpolation formula.
^l 335-3.32













(only x component of vector wind and temperature).
One may delete this routine if not needed.
336-340
initial: values:
C®= conversion factor between degree and radian.
MACH= 0.82 for DC10.
Pi, P2, P3= flight levels.
01,02,03= pressure altitudes for standard pressure levels.
s^ 350-353
The graph points are labelled by numbers running from 0 to 113
(note that the gpraph point numbers shown in Fig. 37, P. 110
runs from 1 to 116).
The graph is such that the point sets consist of subsets of
points arranged along 'Meridians'-w" se indices run from
0 to 15.
Array A(index) contains the graph point number assigned to the
most nortnerly point on each meridian.
Array A is used for the computation of zone index (See the
pro:eduve ZONED.
358-312
Array v has value: assigned for geographic COOT
-dinates for
graph points and check points on continents: 4-digit latitude
4-digit longitude in degrees and hundreths.
(See Fig. 37, P. 110).
376-3ti1
This routine fills Boolean array BA and BKO With 'TRUE'.
382-395
This routine denotes blocking in continental airways.
20
0 1A^. PAS 0
(connectivity in the graph).
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Boolean array entries of BK and BKO indicate which graph points
are connected or blocked ( TRUE=blocked. FALSE=connected).
Array SK is used for the :one index < 3 and array BKO is used
for the :one index ? S.
BK(a,b,c)=FALSE means point b on meridian a is connoted with
point c on meridian a+1.
Here point b denotes the b-th point from the bottom on the
meridian. Example: 8K(2,2,2)=FAL8E means graph point number
3 on meridian 2 is connected With graph point 5 on meridian
3 as you see Fig. 37.
405-414
Procedure ZONEI determines the index of the zone associated
With a graph point number.
	 ^-
Parameter G=graph point number.
For example, a graph point number 49 gives Z0NEI(49) =6.
* 416-424
Procedure DT dissects latitude and longitude from the
compressed coordinates. LALAT and LALONG denote latitude and
longitude respectively. Parameter K is an index of array V.
* 426-459
Procedure LIS determines actual latitude and longitude values
for a graph point. ( See procedure OT above).
The sign of longitude value is changed in the oust of GreenWhich.
Parameter U=-graph point number.
R 461-480
Procedure CTO prepares a time instant array DD, tonally
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A-0.4 denotes an estimated flight time of 24 minutes per
continental tone.
The instant values run from index 0 to index 14.
+►484-49H
Procodure HH computes grid point values according to ACT
value
If SELECT-i , HH pets x-component value of vector mind
If SELECT-2 , HH gets y-component value of vector wind.
If SELECT-3 , HH gets temperature value.
These values are computed under consideration of time factor
for dynamic process.
Parameter V and W denote array index numbers for row and column
respectively. Parameter Faindex for flight levels (31000 ftal,
35000 ft-2 and 39000 f t•3) .	 A--
a 503-523
Procedure GEOP computes x and y component values of vector wind
and temperature value for an arbitrary point by using procedure
HH above. 9i —linear interrpolation scheme is used in this
computation. Parameter Caflight level index.
+► 528-538
Procedure OEODISf computes a great circle distance between two
arbitrary points Pi(LATi,LONI) and P2(LAT2,LON2).
* 543-5::0
Procedure AEOMORID converts coordinates of two arbitrary
points on sphere to their coordinates on the geometric grid.













`tl D	 22	 Pft
contribution from subsegments (ULNG 'N(I)) and a true course
angle of a flight segment.
it
	
E1 and E2 denote unit vectors for the true coerce.
Normalized coordinates (running from 0 to 1) are stored in
array A8.
These values serve also as weightng factors later on.
Array LENOTM(l) contains lengths of subsegments on the sphere.
*640-650
These two procedures are summation formulas.
" '	 +► 662-684




Procedure METPROC processes meteorological data before
optimization process later on.
Parameter 8sflight level index.
e 693-705
this routine computes average weather parameters for each
sub-segment.
* 706-708
This routine computes average weather rdrameters for each
segment in order to get single drift angle of the segment.
711-716
rh,s routine computes flight time in each subsegment.
717-740
rhis routine computes temporature deviation. flight time,
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and X,y components of true air speed in each segment and
flight level.
These computed values are all average values along a segment
under consideration using previously calculated contributions.
TENlwtemperature.
TW(8) •temperature deviation.
TIME(S) aflight time in flight level index S.
AIRDIST(S) mair distance.
LEadistance of Plight segment.
WIX(S) •x component of vector mind.
TAX(8) •true air speed component.
a 743-783
Procedure TABLE and CLIMBCORT are table lookup procedures
for picking up performance data forAX10.
^►
 707-830
Procedure READU reads in performance data and procedure
WRITED writes out those inputed data.
One may delete procedure WRITEO and lines 813-830 If
not noeded.
^► 833-852
This routine rams in input parameters for a flight
planning. in cast of prescribed track p light (ROUTE >=
1112 case), the routine reads in 0.
In another case, it reads sn Sf ( starting point number)
and STi(end point number) and decides 0 value.
0- N of graph points on the prescribed route or l e of
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Procedure SA and A are conversion formulas for indict*
used in subsegment algorithms by using array A(index) and
array F(index) respectively.
* 866-889
Procedure DESCLIMB computes performance by using the table
lookup procedure in climb(if M(1m0) or descent(if MD not= 0).
The calculation is somewhat complicated by the fact that the
location of TUC is not fixed. The position where the flight
levels off may vary due to the influence of the winds in the
climb phase.
For mean climb vector wind we may take 60 or 75 % of the vector
wind and the climb time is usually reduced by a feu minutes to
LF-1
	
account for take—off and acceleration and thus we may take 2
i
i
Array DECLDIST contains climb distance or descent distance.
Array DECLFUEL contains climb fuel or descent fuel.
Array AIRDIST contains climb air distance or descent air
distance.
It is noted that in the descent zone, the performance table
is not used and thus specific expressions are chosen according
to company ' s planning policy.
( See formula 6.31 in P. 120-121).
892-933
Procedure LINE prints out a flight plan.
#* Y35-1242
Procedure SPACEOPT is a key procedure for optimalization.
minutes for it.









In this procedum crucial is that some parameters may not
surpabs upper bounds, for *sample, aircraft weight.
This requiresthe inclusion of several protective statements
In order to ensure proper functioning of the operational scheme.
FOG determines Whether the flight plan computation Will be
performed backWard(FBO=FALSE) or forward(FBO=TRUE).
FS determines Whether cost (FB=1). fuel (FB=0) or flight time
(FB=-I) Will be optimized.
BI determines Whether the navigation regime is free in the
horizontal(BI=FALSE) or bounded by one position(BI=TRUE).
BO determines Whether the cruising alitude is free(BO=FALSE)
or bounded(BG=TRUE).
RR intake-off Weight or landing Weight.
* 933-961
Procedure PREP computes distance and flight time, and prints
out a line of flight plan.
Al=5egment distance.
B1=-.e9ment flight time.
AA=iRuE denotes a climb phase and AA=FALStF a descent phase.
963-1 o 1 O
Procedure EDITING prints out proper heading lines for a flight
p Iar ► .
it* 101 '-10H4
Prucedure u0 computes segment contrioution, fuel, etc.
If 0=-1, computation is for"in-flight direction ana if 0=+1,
then computation is for opposite Might direction.
1014-1036







OR PM t um=
+light time or costs at end point of a flown segment.
(the contribution of fuel in steps included).
Parameter MI denotes segment fuel(kg . ) and M2 segment time(min).
In the climb phase no step contribution is taken into account as
required(BCLIMB=TRUE).
GG denotes flight level index at the graph point when the computation
starts.	 G denotes the flight level index to be investigated.
Step consumption:	 UP=700 kg/4000ft
DOWN=-28 kg/4000ft.
(surplus of segment fuel)
ITERATION becomes TRUE when (1) back—tracking (2) first zone is
reached.
(3) TOW is unknown and Wb is known (see P.120).
In array ROW the aircraft-weight is•ebored.
GRWQ denotes aircraft weight at the end point of segment.
GUANT denotes cost, fuel or time at the end point of flown segment.
*1045-1052
computation in climb or descent by procedure CL.





computes segment contribution of changes in aircraft weight.
',ute that fuel consumption is expressed as loss of aircraft weight.
The table for specific range (P.116) is used.
Formula 6.27 (P.115) requires an estimate of weight halfway a flight
segment. For that purpose coefficients as shown in table 2, P.116














jumping back to label JM1 is for safeguarding that the actually
derived aircraft Weight does not surpass the maximally allowed
weight.
*1071-1078
computes the contribution for the last segment.
If ED is TRUE then it prints out the results.
*1081
ARWO and OUANT attain absurd values for safeguarding operational
performance.
*1087
ED becomes TRUE when all degrees of freedom in the horizontal and
vertical are lost, for example when a call of procedure SPACEOPT takes
place in the final mode for flight ply computation along the (optimal)
track found in previous calls.
when navigation regimes is bounded by one point and cruising altitude
is bounded).
#i0B6-1113
initialisation and preparation of all parameters needed for the
algorithmic process of optimization.
-
rBG=TRUE means flight plan computation will be performed forwards,
while FBG=FALSE backwards.
Array F is filled in line 1244-1248 (see procedure FF).
The process can be activated for arbitray begin- and end-points.
In order to reduce storage space a renumbering is made for all subset
points. 5o array F is de4ined and functions completely analogous to
array A fur wi ► ole graph point set.





end-points on meridians in the subgraph. 	 OR PWR QUALITY
Zone cycle runs from line 1115 to 1220.
The zone cycle repeats as many times-as the number of zones.
A cycle for graph points along meridian runs from line 1122 to 1216.
This cycle repeats as many times as the number of graph points in
the current meridian.
A cycle for graph points along next meridian runs from line 1127 to
1214.
This cycle repeats as many times as the number of graph points in
the next meridian.
A cycle for flight levels runs from line 1158 to 1212.
This cycle repeats as many times as the number of flight levels used.
a 1126
conversion for indices used in sub" quent algorithms.
* 1131-1151
If the navigation is free (BI=FALSE) in the horizontal, it checks
whether a segment (II, JJ) is blocked or not.
SK or BKO =TRUE means airway is blocked.
If blocked, it skips computation for the segment.
* 1152-1156
conversion for indices (point G4).
determines geographic elements for a segment between points. G3 and G4.
Fee procedures GEOMGRID and PART2GEOM.
116.'-1191
In case of backtracking in a flight plan computation an iteration
process is put into action in the climb zone
"his is done in order to determine the (unknown) take-off weight by








parameters found during backtracking when arriving in the climb zone.
The iteratiun starts with a take-off weight 20000 kg below the
ff	 (known) max,mum take-off weight.
Array RUW contains the (optimal) value of aircraft weight found
during optimalization, using a zone-cycle.
The iteration finishes when either the weight difference at the point
of matching is less than 10 kg or the number of iteration steps
exceeds 10 (poor convergence).
In each step take-off weight is adjusted, see line 1181-1191.
* 1195-1203
similar computations but not backtracking case or not takeoff
weight adjustment case.
1204—!610
These statements are crucial optiam4 ization criteria.
* 1225-1241
Prepa.-ation of elements which are required for a subsequent call
for procedure SPACEOPT with lessened number of degrees of freedom
including a final call for computation and presentation of flight
plan data.	 In this final stage no degrees of freedoin are left.
Procedure SPACEUPT then merely operates along a predefined track
(the solu t ion of previous calls).
4 127144-12 i 8
Procedure FF determines a zone index. array F for A subset of grapes
points analogous to array A. (array F is a suo —Zone array).
::* 1250-1351
A call for procedure PROCES results ire the production of a fligoz




Specification of limits in horizontal of rah p oints^	 R	 	 along
meridians.
Array STOREI and array 8TOREIQ store lower limits and upper limits
respectively for the number of graph points on each meridian.
If route >= 1111,	 then production of flight plan along a prasribed
Iroute.
In this case the procedure SPACEOPT Works in a degenerate mode.
sr 1291-1296
I
Specification of limits in the vertical.
Array STORED and array STOREQO store lower limits and upper limits
respectively for the number of flight levels on each meridian.
L
t 41298-1303
Procedure EP indicates-that the P 	 tl^rgh




N.	 123-124 for procedures 88, 588 and 8888.
r
l
These procedures compute landing weights.
{ NN contains landing Weight or take-off weight.g
I
1318-1334




activates process as follow:
{f FACTORIZAION is TRUE,	 then the o p tz . 4alization takes place first




	 ft:llowing	 steps	 occur:
r a)	 o p timalization in'the horizontal based on time.
31	 GMGM PM a
O QUA
b) optimalizataon an the vertical, using the track solution found
in (a) ind based on fuel, time or costs.
c c) computatiun of flight plan along solution found in (b).
If the optirnalization takes place in free space, the sequence of
calls results in: (three procedure calls)
(i) optimalizatxon in space based on time# fuel or costs.
`ii) optimalization in the vertical through horizonal track found in
( i ), based on time, fuel or costs.
viii) compilation flight plan along track solution found in (ii).
t40te:
	
(ii) could be bypassed as the solution is Pound already
in (i). But (ii) can be generated With a slightly different landing
weight.	 The compilation of a flight plan along a prescribed route
passes through all three procedure calls.
This means that in fact the computation is repeated threefold, however
With properly tuned landing or take—off weights.
in order to protect against subsequent calls of procedure PROCES,
ROUTE is assigned by 1000.
* 1353-2 364
Read statement in case that a flight plan compilation is desired
a tong a pre -scribed track.
This track i s specified by graph points indicated by their numbers.
136:5—!369
Coonputation of an estimate of flig+it time to be used for the
.11,tim3t:on of other pjrr.meters.
-ne same wi r.h d: stance.
,p rocedure CIG makes time instant array DD for each zonc(meridiar,;.






performs a process for the production of a flight plan.
Actual parameters When calling procedure ;
use landing Weight (28=TRUE).
cost optimali:ation (FF8!=i).
FFBBWO means fuel opt, FF88=-1 means time opt.
regularity percentage (PR=0.03).
fligh levels used between 81=1 for 31000 and 82=3 for 39000.
S3=1s the value is immaterial if FACTORIZATION is FALSE.
For required flight plans s
1. when a flight plan for the optimal cost track is needed,
call ' proces (1, 3, 1, 0. 03, 1, TRUE, FALSE) '.
2. when a flight plan for the optimal fuel track is needed,
call ' proces (1, 3, 1, 0. 03, 0, TRUE, FALSE)
3. when a flight plan for- the least. "me track is needed,
call 'proces (1, 3, 1, 0. 03, — 1, TRUE, FALSE)'.
For the flight plan 1, 2 or 3 above, FACTORIZATION=FALSE.
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* CLI MB TIME
i
160 162 163 165 167 167	 168	 182 198
178 180 182 183 185 187	 188	 202 222
205
I
2-67 208 210 212 213	 21Ta-228 250
16 5 167 168 170 172 172	 173	 187 205
185 187 188 190 192 193 --1-95	 208 230
212 213 215 21 2202 2
	 2 -- 238	 2600
17 0 112 173 —r75' 171 1 1 8 	 idu	 193 212
^I 90
r22 0






17 5 177	 178 180 18 2
197 198	 200 202 203	 20520	 223	 2-4-7--
228 230
	 232 23 237— 2^8	 4-T-2-57	 2g2	 -- ----- -	 --
80 182	 183 185 1872 07
—^03 205	 20 0— —X10 -2-1-2 — 215 -230	 255
237 238 —240 --- L^+ —245 ^4-7^^^-26T-- -Z
18 7 19 2 	 193	 191	 235
210 212	 213 215 217	 218	 2-2-Z----Z38-265
45 --2 ►+^_--250 X5-2 --255-----25'T--260--27T 	 -3D5__--_
	 ^
1 9 2 	 c
21 7 218 22	 2.5----27-`228 24T --27 	 i
235 X57— 2b0--.^62—X63--2b_7— 270--- -2-8B- ^8---- -- - --^
12	 1~	 117c5	 9f U	 cuc	 [UJ	 cUD	 euo	 LL f	 et) U
.,
o	 ^-35--228--23632-233--^c3Ti 25^ --
 X83--- — ---
98	












230	 233	 235	 237	 240
	 242	 243	 263	 295	 -
- -
	 275 —278 280
	 283	 285 288	 292'-
 312	 347	 ---
208 210 213 215 217 218 220 240 268
250 252 273 305238 240 243 245 247
287 290 292 295 -- - 298 300^ 303
-
325 362
215 217 218 222 223 225 2-27 248
247 248 252 253 255 258 260 283 317
300 302 305 308 312 313 317 340 378
222 223 225 228 230 —232 2 257 287
255 257 260 262 2.63 267 270 293 330
313 317 320 322 325 328 332 355 397	 ^---
228 230 232 235 237 238 242 265 297
_	 263 265 268 270 273 275 278 303 342
	 ---	 -- ,
(	 328 332^ 335 33E^ 342 3^i5_- 348---. 37 3 X18	 ---	 -
235 237 240 242
	 243 247 248 2	 30f	 -
275 277 285 268 31355
	 --
272 280	 283
---	 -	 347 350353 35'7	 360 393-4 3
	 -	 - - - -
3b3--3b7
42 245 2 5 253 257-2S2 3









—24-2-295 	 31Q- —33A ---385	 - - -

















3	 320	 323	 327	 330	 333	 365	 420
4'l0	 —1	 —1	 —1	 —1	 —1	 —1	 —	 —1	 —1f
273 277 278 282 285 287	 290	 322 368
327 330 333 337 340 343	 347	 380 440	 I
f^	 -1
82 2t5b 288 290 293 `
340 343 347 350 353 357	 3S;	 39 462
92
(i
295 297 300 303 345
i
355 358 362 365 368 372 377	 415 487
00 303 307 310 312 315 320	 358 415
n	 372 375 378 382 385 390 393	 435 513
10 3 317 320 322 325 330	 370 M




 323	 327	 330	 333	 337
,33 2









355 358 362 367 370 373 378 433 520
368 373 377 380 383 387 392 453 548
i
I I
F 383 387 392 395 398 403 408 - 473 582
I	 ( i400 403 408 412 415 420 - 425 498 620
I
I 418 422 427 430 435 438 445 525 667
i
f i
438 443 447 452 455 460 467 557 725
I










* CLI MB DISTANCE
52	 53	 54	 55	 56	 57	 58	 64	 72
60	 61	 62	 64	 65	 66	 67	 74	 83
72	 73	 74	 76	 77	 79	 80	 87	 97
54	 55	 56	 57	 58	 59	 60	 66	 74
62	 64	 65	 66	 67	 69	 7077	 86
j l	 75	 76	 78	 79	 81	 82	 84	 9 1	 102
I	 56	 57	 58	 59	 6
65	 66	 67	 69	 70	 71 73	 80	 90
78	 79	 81	 83	 84	 66	 88	 95
58	 59	 60	 61	 62	 63	 64	 71	 80
67	 69	 70	 71	 73	 74	 94
81	 93— 84	 86	 86	 90	 91	 99	 111
60	 61	 62	 63	 64	 65	 67	 74	 84
70	 1	 73	 74	 75	 77	 78	 86	 9
85	 6 -- -88	 90	 92 —9 	 9^ 163 116 —_ —	 --
t	 62	 6 3 	 64	 65	 6
	
2 74	 —^7
 78 — 80
8 -gb-- 92 - 9^- qb--- -^8 --10 0--i OA--IZ2^
4
—75	 17 -7	 —8 1 83 85-93­106_
—
92 --94 ---  	 -100 ^T12 --104 ---113- IZ7 - -	 --- ----





-7g g^HT- --83-----B^Bb— HS --_ -9T- -TI 0
	
- -	 - -








111 68 70 71 72 74 75 77	 85 97—
81 82 84 86 87 89 91	 100 115
121 124 134	 144 162118 126 129 131
I
71 72 73 75 76 78 79	 88 101
,^
' 84 86 87 89 91 93 95	 104 120
^ 1 II
106 108 110 112 115 117 119	 130 147
73 74 76 77 79 80 82	 92 105
I 87 89 91 92 94 96 98	 108 125
111 113 116 118 120 123 125	 136 155
I 75 77 78 80 82 83 85	 95 109
I^ 90 92 94 96 98 100 102	 113 130
q 117 119 122 124 127 129 132	 143 164
78 80 81 83 84 86 88	 98 113
94 96 98 100 102 104 106	 117 136
123 126 129 131 134 136 139	 151 173	 -
81 82 84 86 87 89 91	 102 118
98 X00 102 104 106 X08
—
-116- 122	 14
131 134 137 139 142 145 141 185	
-
83 9 0 92 94	 106 123
101 104 106 108 110 112 115	 121 48
^ 
-----	 --
 -1 =1 --1 =1 -1 -1 _ -- _1 --i99
6 90 92 93 95 91	 110 128
06 10 8 110	 112- 	 1 i4	 11^--Ii9—
12 89 91 93 95----97
r,
0 0 1f 0	 - 112 1 7`^1^ -1	 139 ---Tb3^— --	 --
D















96 98 100 10204	 106	 TO- 8-123 144
120	 122 125 128	 130	 133	 136	 152 180
99	 10i 103 105	 10 8
26	 128 131 134	 136	 -39 ---T4 2	 159 19 0
I 03 105	 - 107 109 1 r
^I 132 135	 137 140 143 146	 149 167	 201
07 109	 111 113 116
—
1 38
39 142	 145 148 51 153--— 1Tb---2-f —4 	 - --- --
Iill 113	 115 118 120 122	 12^) 144	 173
	
--1 47 	0	 153	 5 9	 162	 16 6----I B
	
15	 117	 120	 122	 12515 1 	 181
- 1 - 1 - - f — -	 1--=3-24Y—	 —
	

















136 139 141 144 147 150 154 182 227
142 145 148 151 154 157 1 192 242
L49 152 155 159 162 165 169 203 260
157 160 164 167 170 173 178 215	 283
166 le g 1-73 1 180 1	 3 D-0--M-0
—






* CLIMB FUEL *	
_—_—	 —
2 93 2938 2983 3028 3073 3118 3167 3279 3424
l	 i
30 80 	9 3196 3240 3290T---339T---3-5-B —3b7
I
3317 3373 343  PT6^3- 3 360 D-366 0 M6­75
0 N17 3064 3110 4157 3205 325b 337b 3528
7 7 3 9328 1 3333—X386-3^+ 3^ +9 ^36^2-3T --
3419 34 8 3537 3596 3656 3715T----3`7T9--591	 98
304 9 3U97 3146 319b 3244 3293 3.34b 34f2 3b34
I
32 66 3320 3375 3430 3484 3540
3524  3 86 36-47--3 T69---3772-3834-3g60-40-4^ 40 --
`	 °'	 3
	
^-	 3357 3414 3471 35283 8
	
3 3 3 04 3a iW7 4042
3 3 3 369-F 37633827 392-3957-402-6- 4176 4387 -- -
+5 2 3511 357 0 	 630 36-9-0-375	 41-7 1




3	 0 3515 3570 363 0
49 3611 3672 3734-3T97---3B5-tJ--392 -6-- 85 9305---- --- -




9 -37I3-3776 X84'1--39D7-397Z 4042­421-0--q445 - 	II
9ff 
--4 -U&2-- 4136 -- 4210 -- 4284--4-359 -- 4437 - 4EI4 --- 4872	 -	 - - -
	








TI 9 4Z^^^+^13^135 d^^28^50 Fi— - 4 5H 8—^ 775 - -5 0 5 ^
3361 36 2 3684 3 46 3808 3871 3 4114 4345
3860 3929 3999 4069 4139 4210 4284 4473 4740



















4403 4487 4571 4655 4740 4825	 4915	 5125 5444
3752 3818 3885 3952 4019 4086	 4159	 4356 461
4086 4161 4237 4313 4389 4465	 4546	 4758 5063
4560 4647 4736 4824 4921 50001	 5095 5317 5662
38 52 3921 3990 9 4129 4199	 4274 4483 2
i, 4206 4285 4363 4442 4521 4600	 4685 4909 5236
i	 4 29 48 1 4913 5006 5099 5192	 9-6-5526 5899
6 4027 4099 4171 4243 4




-91-55 0 2 5108 5205 5303 5400-3504-575^b366—
63 -4-137 4211 4286 439
4462 45 1 ' 4632 4	 4803 4888 4980 5-23l---S610
124 5226 5329 5430	 3 600A 6455
417 4
4599 46&7 4775 4864 4953— 5043—I3F-54-07`-r,M--- --- -- -----
_1
428 8 430 8
4743 4835 - _4927--501-9 -- _5T1 -2 - 5205- 5'304 --- 5591-- ­ 6030 - 	  -
2	 4408 4	 556—
L
— 
_-4 96 4^1 5087 ST83 3279-537 -T 80-5785—b2b^` -- __.. --
iI`	 2 4	 5777
+1 5 57 5
-
5257—	 5^ST- 	5	 9 2	 Og
2	 4	 0 1	 8
52 30 5	 4 5i42	 564	 621 5 	 6' 1
J
54 17 5525 ^ 6^ 4 574 ^-S-A 5 Z —^9 S^b^7 q--b^^2—
T07',^--- --- — -
_1
H
17 5	 i 44	 595	 6	 27	 6 3 10b710^3^8
4	 6 5 175 5215	 537b	 5	 -- 
^. 5830	 5948
__	 —_	 ---
606 ^1^^6 5	 4 -615-5-3-76-04  7754
2
—607 0 6194 63 1 	 32	 6B 2T -T2 93—^I^ 6--	
- -	
—,














 6019 61'" 6260 6381 6502 6638 723 1 8143
6100 6225 6350 6475 6602 6728 6870 75264► 	 I
63 18 6448 6578 6710 6841 6972 7121 78462
I
-1





-1 -1 -1 -1 =1---^	 -1 _1 —
21 69 3 7105 7247 7390 7534	 7698	 8603 10159
I
7 1 16 7264 7414 7563 7112 7862	 803b	 90 62
----_ 1
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l
*** DETAILED FLIGHT PLAN ***
I
I
MIN TRACK IN SPACE
FLTIME
N0. HEAD	 FL TMP TAS WIND
TOC 46 310 29
113 46 310 -2 479 39
108 66 310 -3 478 54
103 63 310 -4 477 65
97 62 310 -5 477 71
91 61 310 -5 476 81
87 51 350 2 475 100
77 54 310 -1 480 112
65 62 310 3 484 116
51 66 310 4 486 106
37 72 350 -, 5 478 104








TOD 121 ` 310 , -4 477 15
0 12
TRIP FUEL' 48789 -
COST11129.51 -"
CH	 1190581 0.00
DIST ACCD TIME ACCT BURN WEIGHT
231393
12Q,/ 20 20 5756 225637
42 / 162 5 25 708 224929
232 394 26 51 3741 221188
150 544 17 107 2335 218853
142 686 15 123 2167 216686
99 785 11 134 1472 215214
180 965 19 152 2689 212525
216 1181 22 214 2914 209611
407 1588 41 255 5525 204086
364 1952 37 332 4898 199188
336 2288 35 406 4445 194743
336 2624 35 441 4297 190446
185 2809 21 502 2521 187925
93 2902 11 513 1330 186595
147 3049 17 530 2105 184490
51 3100 6 536 683 183807
3192 16 552 1203 182604
11	 t
*** Er,D OF RUN ***
CH	 1190581 0.00




23	 23 6611 245086
l- 0 230 136 -2 ) 245088
242 -A78 32 55 5065 240023
115 493 16 111 2475 237548
57 550 8 120 1313 236235
397 947 54 214 8260 227975
394 1341 55 308 8026 219949
394 1735 56 404 7912 212037
394 2129 59 503 7972 204065
179 2308 27 530 3588 200477
161 2469 24 554 3119 197358
66 2535 10 604 1283 196075
217 2752 32 636 4054 192021
189 2941 27 702 3330 188691
180 3121 24 726 2974 185717
77 3198 10 736 1262 184455
3283 16 752 1203 183252
{	 F^,. 13.
I'	 MIN TRACK IN SPACE
FLTIME
I
*** DETAILED FLIGHT PLAN ***
NO$ HEAD FL TMP TAS WIND
I ,	 TOC 262 310 3
1 262 310 -4 477 3
I,
4 282 310 -1 480 -22
8 279 310 2 484 -36
17 292 310 3 485 -73
I^	 30 268 310 6 487 -39
44 268 310 7 489 -55
60 270 310 7 488 -64
I
^	 75 265 310 2 484 -75
1	 87 261 310 -2 480 -78
1	 92 257 310 -4 477 -74
'	 98 238 310 -5 476 -80
I 104 239 310 -4 477 -68
I109
t
246 310 -3 478 -50
t	 113 219 310 -2 479 -26












*** DETAILED FLIGHT PLAN ***
MIN TRACK IN SPACE
FLTIhE
CH	 1190581 0.00
N0. HEAD	 FL TMP TAS WIND	 DIST ACCD TIC"E ACCT BURN WEIGHT
251699
136 23 23 6611 245088
0 136 0 23 0 245088
242 378 32 55 5065 240023
115 493 16 111 2475 237548
57 550 8 120 1313 236235
397 947 54 214 8260 227975
394 1341 55 308 8026 219949
394 1735 56 404 7912 212037
Z94 2129 59 503 7972 204065
179 2308 27 530 3588 200477
161 2469 24 554 3119 197358
66 2535 10 604 1283 196075
217 2752
	
32	 636 4054 192021
-2.32 .80 r 4-01-- 0-.-O 00 0-*+0 0
	
TOC 262 310.	 3
2;3280 ► +01- -0.0000.-+00
	
1 262 310	 -4 477	 3
2.32800 + 01 1.92040+04
	
4 282 310	 •-1 480	 -22
2.32800+01 9.48940+03
	
8 279 310	 2 484	 -36
2.32800 + 01 5.0680 ► +03
	
17 292 310	 3 465	 -73
2.3280 ► +01 3.25150+04
	
30 268 310	 6 487	 -39
2.3280 ► +U1 3.2738 ► +04
	
44 268 310	 7 489	 -55
2.3280 ► + 01 3.3479 ► +04
	
60 270 310	 7 488	 -64
	
2.32800 + 01	 3.51690+04
	
75 265 310	 2 484	 -75
	
2.3280 ► + 01	 1.6322 ► +04
	
87 261 310	 -2 480	 -78
	
2.32800 + 01	 1.44500+04
	
92 257 310	 -4 477	 -74
2.32800+O1 6.00110+03
	
98 238 310	 -5 476	 -80
	
2.32800 + 01	 1.91660+04
	
10 4 239 310	 -4 477	 -68
	
2.32800+01	 1.59060+04
27 702 3330 188691
24 726 2974 185717
10 737 1262 184455
16 752 1203 183252
i
CARDS:	 4 IN	 0 OU7	 P^
CPU TIti'E:	 130.79 SEC.	 El









109 246 310	 -3 478	 -50
	
189 2941
2.3280 ► + 01	 1.4323 ► +04
113 219 310	 -2 479	 -26
	
180 3121
1.5810 ► +01 6.1052P+03
TOD 237 310	 -1 480	 -22
	
77 3198








*** END OF RUN ***
PROGRAM COMPLETED IN	 130,1426 CRU-
END OF RUN:	 137 CRU	 ACCOUNT: 510,Q5591
BASE CRU:	 137.035	 SEC. N0. 122425
CORE FACTOR: 10000	 CATE: 22 MAY 81
TOTAL:
	











Fj - I ^--
*** DETAILED FLIGHT PLAN ***
MIN TRACK IN SPACE
FUEL
CH 1190581 0.00
DIST ACCD TIME ACCT BURN WEIGHT
232421
- 121 20 20 5796 226625
41 162 5 25 694 225931
232 394 26 51 4622 221309
150 544 17 108 2407 218902
142  686 16 123 2210 216692
99 785 11 134 1496 215196
180 965 19 153 2598 212598
216 1181 22 215 3002 209596
407 1588 41 256 5493 204103
364 1952 37 333 4814 199289
336 2288 35 407 4368 194921
336 2624 35 443 4317 190604
185 2809 21 503 2491 188113
93 2902 11 514 1989 18b124
147 3049 17 531 2023 184101
26 3075 3 534 361 183740
3192 19 553 1271 182469
N0. HEAG	 FL TMP TAS KIND
TOC 46 310 29
113 46 310 —2 479 39
108 66 350 2 475 55
103 63 350 1 474 66
97 62 350 1 474 74
91 62 350 1 85
87 51 ,305 2
44774
4< 75 ' 102
77 55 350 4 477 114
65 62 350 6 479 116
51 66 350 6 4 -19 110
37 72 0 350 5 (478 106
21 90 350' 4 78 99
11 89 350 5 478 65
6 101 390 3 476 47
2 118 390 4 476 41

















































*** DETAILED FLIGH T PLAN ***
MIN TRACK IN SPACE
FLTIME
I	 N0• HEAD	 FL TMP TAS MIND
*** END of RUN ***
CH	 1190581 0.00
DIST ACCD TIME ACCT BURN WEIGHT
23362U
122 20 20 5843 227781
4.0 162 5 25 678 227103
232 394 26 51 3787 223316
150 544 17 108 2360 220956
142 686 15 123 2185 218771
99 785 it 134 1488 217283
180 965 19 152 3331 213952
216 1181 22 214 29P6 210966
407 1588 41 255 5554 205412
364 1952 37 332 4930 200452
336 2288 35 406 5096 195386
336 2624 35 442 4331 191055
185 2809 21 502 2580 188475
93 2902 11 513 1333 187142
147 3049 17 530 2717 164425
51 3100 6 536 727 183698
3192 16 552 1203 182495
u
3^ .w4^y^^.^:`y .r /•. ^.M. ►^J.'•`^^ li M. ^t.	
:`. j.d^'
	














TOC 46 310	 29
113 46 310	 — 2	 479	 39
, I
	108 66 350 2 475 55
103 63 350 1 474 66
97 62 350 1 474 74
I^	
91	 62 350	 1 474
	 85
1	 .^
87	 51 350	 2 475	 102
77	 5 5 350	 4 477
	 114
CH	 1190581 0.00
DIST ACCD TIME ACCT BURN :WEIGHT
232450
121	 20	 20 5797 226653
	
41	 162	 5	 25	 694 225959
	
232	 394	 26	 51 4622 221337
17 108 2407 218930
16 123 2210 216720
99	 785	 it	 134 1496 215224
18 0 965 19 153 2598 2 12626
216 1 181 22 2.15 3002 209624
150	 544
142 X686
65 62 350 6 479 116
51 66 350 6 4 7 9 11 0
37 72 350 5 478 106
21 90 350 4 478 99
11 89 350 5 478 65
6 101 390 3 4 7 6 47
2 118 390 4 476 41
I TOO 121 390 4 477 22
0 1 7
2
II TRIP FUEL 49948







407 1588 41 256 5493 204131
364 1952 37 333 4814 199317
336 2288 35 407 4361 194956








































	 46 310 29 122 20 20 5844 227799
113
	 46 310 -2 479 39 40 162 5 25 _678 227121
III 108	 66	 310 -4 478 56 232 394 26 51 3797 223334
103
	 63 310 -4 477 66 150 544 17 108 2360 220974
97	 62 310 -5 476 73 142=— 686 15 123 2195 218789
91	 61 310 -5 477 84 99 785 11 134 14A8 217301
I
87	 51 350 2 475 102 180 965 19 152 3331 213970
77	 54 310 -1 480 112 216 1181 22 214 29 0 6 210984
65	 62 310 2 483 116 407 1588 41 255 5545 205434























11	 89 310 1 482 62 185 2809 21 502 25PO 1885021	
—-6 101 310
	 -1 481	 49	 93 2902	 11	 513 1333 187160
q	 2 119 350	 4 477	 42	 147 3049	 17	 530 2714 184455
I^	 TOD 121 310
	 -4 477
	 19	 51. 3100	 6	 536	 727 183728
0	 14	 3192	 16	 552 1203 182525
12





l	 * * * EnD OF RUN
mpmmpF 	 -qppl
--Imw..r	 GW 	— --
I
I ► 	 FA-t.
*** DETAILED FLIGHT PLAN ***
I^1
MIN TRACK IN SPACE
+ FUEL
CH	 2190581 0.00




TOC 262	 310 3 136 24 24 6678 2u6320
I^
1 262 310 -4 477 3 0 136 0 24 0 246320
4 282 310 -1 480 -22 242 378 32 56 5105 241215
8 279
_310 2 484 -36 115 493 16 111 2490 238725
A
17 292 310 3 485 —73 57 550 8 120 1320 2',7405
,A 30 268 310 6 487 39 397_- 947 54 214 8306 229099
l^
44 268 350 7 460 — 57 394 1341 56 310 9187 219912
l 4
60 270 350 7 480 — 66 394 1735 57 407 8142 211770
75 264 350 5 478 —74 394 2129 60_ 507 7979 203791
87 260 350 2 475 —78
-	
179 2308 28 534 3549 200242
92 257 350 1 474 -74 161 2469 24 559 3063 197179
lb 9B 238 350 1 474 -78 66 2535 10 609 1250 195929






92 0 0 3
109 246 350 2 475 -48 189 2941 27 707 31 0 7 188806
113 219 390 2 474 -28 180 3121 24 731 3500 185216
TOD 236 390 0 473 -27 55 3176 7 739 875 184341
115 -20 3283 19 758 1271 183070 
TRIP FUEL 6992 8
,o— C0^T156 b.98 -- - --	 --- -	 - - - -- -	 -
n^)A7nu - --	 ---
*** DETAILED FLISHT PLAN *a*
Fl. ^0 • 	- **_DETAILED FLI GHT P LAN- •** --	 --_ -- -	 - ---
"IN TRACK IN SPACE
C'UEL	 -- -
` 	 CH _ 21Qn581 0• n0^
	
!j0. - HEAD -FL _ TmP TAB- WIND	 DIST -ACCO TIRE ACCT BURN _ WE IGHT _-w
s 253.489
TGC 262 31n 	 -3 	 12-6--__- _24 	 24 6704 246785
1 262 31n	 -4 477	 3	 10	 136	 1	 25	 200. :?46585
	
_4_282 _31n-- _ i
-_ - 48Q	 -22	 --242 _ 379.- - 32 	 57 5105 241480-
a
	




1 7 2 92 _310 - 3_ 4 85- - -73	 57	 550	 - 8_ 121 1323 -2376.67
30 268 _310 
_-6_ _ 4 87_ _ _-39 -	 397	 94 7 	54 _ _215 8322 2.29345
-	 -	 -	 ---	 --
44 268 35n	 7 480	 - 57	 394 1 34 1 	56	 3 11 92 03 2 2 0142
60 270 3 5n	 7 4 80	 -66	 394 1735	 57	 40? 8142 21 2000
-4	 ---75 264 35n _ 5 4 78	 -74	 394 212 9 — 6 0 	508 7993 20 4007
87 260 35n_	 2 4 7 5	 -7P	 179 2 308	 2 8 	536 3555 2 0045 2
92 257350-	 1- _47 4 	- 74 _ 1 61_ 246 9 	 24 - 560 30 6a _ 1Q73 84
4	 98 238 35n	 1 _-474	 -7866 253 5 	10 _610 1 250 19 6134 -
1 04 239 -3- 5 n	 1 474	 - 6 6	 217 27 52 	3?	 642 3926 1Q2208
_109 246 - 350 -	 2 475 — -48	 18 9 2941	 2 7 	 7 09 3202 - 1P9006 --- -
!y	 1 13 219 3 90	 2 474	 -28	 180 3121	 24	 733 3504 IP5412
	
_ TOO _ 235 390	 - 0 473	 -2
7	 67 3188 	 9	 742 109 f, 1 x4356 —
115	 -20	 3283	 19	 x01	 1271 183085




iA ELT DC10t1 ► 810528,065609
CONMEIJ KNMI/KLM 020165 SPG NAV 20 JNG ►
II	 riAVIGATIOr4—FLIGHTPLANNING—MODULE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
FLIGHTPLA NS OVER THE NGRTH ATLANTIC.
THE MAIt4 FEATURES
I	 ARE:
1 • INCLUSION of 6 METEOkOLOGICAL PARAMETER FIELDS•
TEMPLRAT URE AND 'lwjft D DATA FOR 30U P 250 AND 200MB
VALID FOR TWO STANDARD ;IVES 12 HOURS APART.
2. WEATHER INFO. COMES F'ROIl NATIOrJAL WEATHER SERVICE•
3. INCLUSION OF A DYNAMIC Pt\OCESS HASED ON INTERPOLATION
TWO PARAMLTER FIELDS•
I	 4. OPTIMALISATION CF FUEL, COSTS OR FLIGHT TIME IN SPACE
WELL AS IN THE HORIZONTAL AS IN THE VERTICAL•
5. IN — AND OUTBOUND TRAFFIC (IO = 1 OUTBOUND I3= — 1 INBOUND)•
6. FLIGHTPLAN PRODUCTION F ,jP OPTIMUM TRACKS, SPECIFIC ROUTES
ETC* E • G • ALTERNATIVE ATC MINIMUM ROUTES-
7. BLOCKING E•G. SECTOR BLOCKING OVER THE NORTH ATLANTIC
BLOCKING IN AIRWAYS AtJD ATC RESTRICTED AREAS*
8• STANDARD CRUISE AND 11SE OF PERFORMANCE TABLESS






K1•K2tL1pL2PK10,K2otL:O ► L20PKK1rKK2#LL4-.LL2 ►
FLUR,TAXI ► TOW,GRWORLSERVEPMAXTOW•MAXLW,
DATE,ST,ST1 0ROUTEPDISTAtJCEtFLTIt?EPRURrJ,
GRwQ, TOV^Q, LW p COST, l _E, TEL$
REAL	 CO,CG,P.C1+X1tX2•Y1'Y2pX'Y'E1 ► E2vE3t
GG1 ► 6G2,D,ANGLE,LALATPLALOIJG,TT,LA1 ► LO1 ► LA2tLO2,
XX1PXX2,YY1PYY2,AILI,AID2 ► AID3,AI04,XSTERPYSTER,
MIr,JTIME,TC,TASM ► WX ► WY,TAStENDUoTEMS
114TEGER ARRAY A(-1.•K0 4 1 )p V(0..41)p
TEI.'PTIMErTEVPDISTPTEmPFUEL(1.•99p 1..9)e MW(1993r 19.7),
RAk GE ( l..3 1 1.•33)$
ARRAY 0D(0.•KG) %
ARRAY WCX,WCY,TFC(1•.120 v 1•.34)$
bOOLEAN ED$
BOOLEA 14 ARRAY l3K(O-.2#1..6,1.•6)t 8KQ(9•.K0,1..6.1••6)$
I	 FORMAT F01(E2 p SiO, D7.0# A5)v
PEJT (E2v ' I t A1)p
FOT(X5, *I6, A2),
FCD(*IE p A1)p
I	 F02(X5v *I7, A2)$
LOCAL LABEL EkR,EOPS
COMMENT PROCEDURE f *j,ATA I SCANS kEATHER DATA ANC) OBTAINS
THE REOCIREU WEATHER I11FO. FOR 'JORTH AMERICA AND
































































































t r s ,►





BEGIN 1t1TEGER I ► X ► Y1 ► Y2 ► Y3.RvT ► U ► VS
STRING ARRAY oD(7..1.-12U ► 1•.34)S
STRIt;G S(s1)S
STRING TW(AG(2) ► SP(3) ► TP(2))S
STRI146 F3A (BD(1) ► BL(3) ► AR(2) ► TM(1) ► B(3)) ►
GW( UG(2) ► W1(7) ► WWW(W2(7)tW3(7) ► W4(7)) ► HH(2) ► G(4)) ►
SW (wT(2)tL)P(2) ► WS(3))$
LOCAL LABEL FINIS
F(rRMAT F (A ► S80) $
FORMAT F1( *S8 ► A1) ►
Fc('BLOCKETTE P=' ► S3 ► '	 AREA = NORTH AKERICA' ► A1) ►
F W SLOCKETTE 9 = ' ► 53 0 '	 AREA = NORTH ATLANTIC' ► Ai) ►
FS(3(X3 ► S7) ► A1) ►
FW(*I6tAl)t
PJ(E2 ► ' ' ► AI)S
PROCEDURE CHOPS
BEGIN INTEGER K ► LS
IF I LE6 45 THEtJ
BEGIN GW(i ► 3b) =S(I ► 36) S I=I+36S
IF I GTR 80 THEN
BEGIN kEAD(PCF('NWS') ► F ► S•FINI)S I=1S ENDS
END
ELSE BEGIN K=81-IS GA(1 ► K)=S(I ► K)$ READ(PCF('tJWS') ► F ► SrFINI)S
L=36 -KS G;, ( K + 1 ► L.)=S(1 ► L)$ I=L+1S
ENDS
IF S(I) EOL '\' THEN
BEGIN READ (PCF('t:r,S')•FPS#FINI)$	 I=1S
ENDS





FOR J=1 STEP 1 UNTIL H DO
BEG I IJ C1,OPS SA (1 ► 36 - - J) =GW S E tJD$
FOR J=1 STEP 1 riNTIL 4 DO
BLGIr4 GW=SA(1 ► 3b-.J)S
IF ALPF,ABET IC (y,WW)	 THEN
BEGI14 WkITE('W—ERROW')s WRITE(WWW )% GOTO L3S
E.tJD$
kp(1 ► 7..Y1 ► X) =v.21
KD(1 ► 7..Y2 ► x) =%35
hD(1 r7..YZ, ► x) =W'4S
Y1 = Y1-1S Y2=Y2-1S Y3=Y3-1S
EtID$
A=X - 1S Y1=Y1 + 4S Y2=Y2+4% Y3=Y3+4S
FUR J=5 STEP I ijt:TIL 8 DO
DEGIN G6=SA(1 ► 36-.J)$
IF ALPHAB[TIC(WWW)	 THEN ****10E
BEGIN WRITE('W-ERROR')$	 WRITE(WWW )$	GOTO L3$ ****109
ErNr)$ ****110
WD(1 p 7#.Yl p X )= W2 S ****111
WD(1r7.#Y2 p X)=W3 $ ****112
WD ( 1 r 7 .. Y3 ► X )= 4; 4$ ****113
Y1 = Y1-1$ Y2=Y2-1 $ Y3 = Y3-1 $ ****114
ENDS ****115
L3.. END $ COMMENT STOR$ ****116( ****117
I* ***118
PROCEDURE AREA$ ****119
BEGIN INTEGER K ► L$ ****120
IF I LEG 71 THEN ****121
6EGlt4
	 BA(1 p 10) = S(I ► 10 )$	I=I + 10 $ ****122
i	 IF	 I	 GTR 80 THEN ****123
BEGI)J READ(PCF('NWS')'rF r S ► FINI) $	I=1 $ END$ ****124
END ****125
ELSE BEGIN K=81-I$ BA(1rK)=S(ItK)$ ****126
REA0(PCF('NWS1)PFvS,FIN1)$ L=10-K$II	 BA(K+I,L)=S(1,L)$	 I=L+1$ ****127128
Er-'D$ ****129
IF	 S(I)	 EOL	 '\'	 THEN ****130I	
BEGIN	 READ(PCF( 1 I11v;S')#FvSrFINI )$	I=1$ ****131
END$ ****132





IF	 S(I)	 EOL	 '	 '	 THEN ****138
FOR	 I = I	 WHILE S(I)	 NECK	 '*'	 DO ****139






BEGIN	 INTEGER	 G•T p Arp p C ► D t E P F P J ► S # T $ ****146
LOCAL LABEL
	
L5.	 NAN ► 	 NAT $ ****147
A.=20$ B=40$ C=600 G = 80 $ E=100$ F=120$ ****148
AREA ****149
IF	 AH	 EoL	 1 21'	 THE[: ****150
BEGIN	 IF TM EQL	 1 1'	 THEN ****151
BEGItI GVT=U$ X=14$ Y1=A$ Y2 = B $ Y3=C$ ****152
WPITE ( 'GN , T	 =	 0000')$ ****153
END ****154
ELSE IF TM EQL '3'	 THEN ****155
BEGIN GhT=12$ X = 14 $ Y1= r)$ Y2 = E$ Y3 = F$ ****156
WRITE ( 'G-, .T	 =	 1200 9 )$ ****157
Et4D ****158





^	 ELSE IF AR EGL 1 22' THEN
BEGIr; IF TM EGL I l l THEN
BEGIN GMT=O$ X=34$ Y1=A$ Y2 =8$ Y3=C$
WRITE('Gr,T = 00001M
E14D
ELSE IF TV EGL 1 3' THEN
BEGIN GrT=12$ X =34$ Y1=D$ Y2 =E$ Y3=F$
WPITE ( 'GYT = 1200')$
1	 END





NAM., FOR S = 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 7 DO




I	 STOR$ X=X+1$ AREA$
IF NUMERIC(BL) THEN
IF INTEGER(BL) GEO 259 THEN








IF GVT EGL 0 THEN




ELSE BEGIN Y1=D$ Y2=E$ Y3=F$ END$
IF S LSS 7 THEN AREA$
END$
GOTO L5$
14AT.. FOR S = 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 10 DO
BEGIN FOR T=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO
LAEGIN
i	 MRITE(F4PBL)$
STOR$ X. =X+] $ AREA$
IF NUr•ERIC(BL ) 	THEN




FOR J=I STEP 1 UNTIL 3 DO CHOP
ELSE J=1




IF Gh'T EGL U THEN
BEGIN Y1 = iA% Y2=BS 'i3=C$ END
ELSE ELGIN Y1=D$ Y2=E$ Y3=FS END$
	
I	 IF S LSS 10 THEN AREA$
END$


























































BEGN.. READ(PCF('NWSt)vFrS ► FINI)a
I=1$











IF X GTR 36 TF_N WRITE('^-:IND ANGLE ERROR')$





















INTEGER F ► F1pF2tFlGrF20$





FOR R=0 STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO
t	
BEGIN T=R*201, 	^,.R1TE(PJ.l






















































111 3 STAIJOAPU PRESSURE LEVELS *' )3 ****269
lIIWRITE('* 34X16 DATA OUT OF 34X20 GRIDPOINTS *')$	 ****270
1, RITE('* TEmPERATUREt 01RECTIONr SPEED *')$ 	 ****271
ItiRITE ( ' ')$ WRITE(' ')$	 ****272
j	 FOR U = 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 34 DO	 ****273
WRITE( F1 ► 20r FOR V=T+20 STEP —1	 ****274
UNTIL T+5 DO WD(1#7..V#U))$	 ****275
ENDS	 ****276
****277
COMMENT CONVERSION OF WEATHER INFO• IN STANDARD
BY INTERPOLATION SCHEME TO WEATHER INFO
FOP, 1 = 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 20 ► 61 STEP 1 UNTIL 80 DO













IF M3 CEO 50 THEN BEGIN M3=M,3-50$
WINDCOMP(M3pM4)$

















FOR A1 = 0 STEP 1 U14TIL 5 DO
BEGIN A2 = Al*20$ WRITE(PEJT)$
wRITE('*IrJTEk P OL A T ED GRIDPOI%T
V,RITE ('*X —COVPONENTS OF
v,RITE(' ')i	 WRITE(' ')$
FOR A4 = 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 34
WRITE(FW P 20 P FOR A5=A2
UNTIL A2 + 1 DO WCX(A50
EtjD$
PRESSURE LEVELS	 ****2.78






















































COMMENT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GRAPH
A(-1)= -!$ A(0)= 0$ A ( 1) = 2$ A(2)=
A(5)= 41$ A(6) = 56$ A( 7 )= 71$ A(8)=


















POINT NUMBERS AND ZONE IrJDICES$****341
6$ A(3 )= 11$ A(4)= 26$
	
****342
86$ A(9)= 90$ A(10)= 96$	 ****343
A ( 14) = 114$ A(15)= 115$	 ****344
ENDS COMMENT EhD OF WEATHER DATA COLLECTION$
%RITE('* SCANNING WEATHER DATA IN NORTH AMERICA AND-,)$

































COMMENT COORDINATES O F CHECK POINTS$
V(0)= 52290477$
V(1)= 51850115$ V(2) = 53640150$
V(3)= 51000200$ V:4) = 51990539$ V(5) =-53580300$
V(6)= 55000200$ V(7) = 49980632$ V(8) = 51840849$
V(9)= 52700892$ V(lu) = 53500630$ V(11)= 55490459$
V(12) = 54271005$ V(13 )= 48905454$ V ( 14) .: 513'75560$
V(15)= 53735697$ V(16)= 58476263$ V(17)= 47005800$
V(16)= 48545856$ V(1(3) = 55506000$ V ( 20)= 5700600012
V(21) = 53286035$ V ( 22 )= 54836683$ V(23)= 46156006$
V(24)= 46006000$ V ( 25 )= 49846439$ V(26)= 50506500'$
V(27)= 51006750$ V(28) = 52006900$ V(29)= 45006300$
V(30)= 46176459$ V(31)= 47306600$ V(32)= 48576826$
V(33) = 50007050$ V(34) = 43636608$ V(35)= 44846867$
V(36) = 45327179$ V(37 )= 45467385$ V(38)= 41287003$
V(39) = 42367099$ V(40)= 43007250$ V(41)= 40647378$
COMMENT DETERVINATION OF CONNECTIVITY AMONG GRAPH POINTS•
FALSE=CONNECTED ► TRUE =BLOCKED $
FOR I = 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 6 DO
FOR J= i STEP 1 UNTIL 6 DO
bEGIIA
FOR MU= 0 . 1 , 2 DO EK(MGPIPJ) = TRUE$
FOR NiG= 9 STEP 1 UNTIL KO DO BKO(MOPI ► J) = TRUE
END$
BK(1f1F1)= BK(2tltl)= [3K(1 p 2F2)= BK(2 ► 2r2)=
Eh09p lrl)= BKG(10rlrl) = BKQ(llrltl)= PKQ(12tltl)=
BKQ(13 ► 1 , 1) = NKC(14r1i1) = PKQ(9v2t2)= PKQ(lOr2f2)=
bKG(11 ► 2r2) = [1K012P2 p 2) = DKQ(13,2 p 2) = DK:;(1013r3)=
UK3 ( 11 t 3 p 3 )= BKC(13r3 p 3) = PK'J(11t4r4) = BK ( 2 , 3 r 4 )= BK(2r4v5)=	 **** 377
GKQ(12?4 p 4) = GKQ(lUr6.6) = BK(lrlr2)
BK(1r2t3) = BK(1r2r4) = BK(2r2r3)
BKQ(9#1r2)= HKQ(9r2r3)= FALSE$
BKQ(9#2#5)= BKQ(9 P 3#4 )= BKQ(9r3r5) = BKQ(9 p 4r6) = BKQ(lOr2rl)=
bKQ(10 , 4r3)= BKQ(lOr5r3)= BKU(10 p 5 p 4! = BKQ(10p6p5)=
BKQ(11 l 1,2) = BKQ(llr3 r 4) = BKQ(ll p 5 p 4)= FALSE$
BKQ(11 p 6 t 5) = 13KQ ( 12 ► 2 r 1) = BK0(12 ► 3 r 2) = F3KO(12p4r3)=
BKQ(12 t 5r4) = BKQ ( 13 t l p 2 )= BKU(14 p 2 p 1) = BKQ(14 r 3 p 1 )= bK(Orlvl)=
8K(Ur1 t 2) =FALSE$
bEGIN





1rjTEGER PROCEDURE ZONEI(Q)$ INTEGER Q$
COMMENT THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE INDEX OF THE
ZONE ASSOCIATED WITH A STATIONSNUMRER$
BEGIN
LOCAL LABEL AGAIN$ INTEGER I$
1= -1$
AGAIN..
I= I+1$ IF A(I)-Q LSS 0 THEN GOTO AGAIN$
ZONEI = I
ENDS COMMENT ZONEI$	 -
S	 PROCEDURE DT(K)$ INTEGER K$
1	 COMMENT THIS SUbRCUTINE DISSECTS LATITUDE AND









PROCEDURE LIS(U)$ INTEGER U$
COMMENT DETERrINATION OF LATITUDE
GRAPIi POINTS$





IF U EOL 19 TIIEN DT(12)
ELSE IF U LEG 11 THEN
BEGIN
DT ( U)$ IF U EQL 0 OR
U EQL 2 THLIA LALONG=
EI:D
ELSE IF U LEO 26 THEN
BEGIN
LALAT= 35+U$ LALONG= 10









IF U LEG 41 THEN ****1433
BEGIN ****434
LALAT= 20+U2 LALONG= 20 ****435
EtJQ ****43L
ELSE IF U LEO 56 THEN ****437
BEGIN ****43b
LALAT= 5 +U$ LALONG= 30 ****439
END ****440
ELSE IF U LEG 71 THEN ****441
BEGIN ****442
LALAT= U-11$ LALONG= 40 ****443
END ****444
ELSE IF U LEG 86 THEN ****445
BEGIN ****446
LALAT= U-26s LALONG= 50 ****447
END ****448
ELSE OT(U-74) ****449
EIJD $ 	COMMENT LISS ****450
****451
PROCEDURE CTW$ ****452
COMt•IENT THIS SUBROUTINE PREPARES THE TIME 	 INSTA NTS AT WHICH ****453
IN EACH ZONE THE K'ETEOROLOGICAL PARAMATER WILL BE ****454
DERIVED FROM BOTH PARAMETER FIELDS ► 	COMPOSITE CHARTS ****455
IN TIME ARE SIMULATED$ ****456
BEGIN ****457
IIJTEGER JO ► MO$ ****45F
REAL ArSUvPRES$	 __ ****459
A=	 p.4$ ****460
JO = IF IU EOL 1	 THEN KO ELSE O$	 SUM= 0$ ****461
FOR	 I = KO-JO STEP IO UNTIL JO DO ****462
BEGIN ****463
SUN= SUM + (IF	 I	 GTR	 3 AtiD	 I	 LSS 8 THEN 2*A ELSE	 A)$ ****464
DD ( I) = SUM ****465
EiJG$ ****466
MO	 = ZOt:E I (ST) $	 RES=	 IF	 IO EOL	 1	 THEN GC) (MO )	 ELSE ****'467 
UU (t'0-1) $ ****468
FOR	 I =	 0	 STEP	 1 UNTIL	 KO	 ;)0 DD(I)=	 IF	 TT GTR	 12 ****469
THEN TT-12 ELSE TT+A/2+DD(I)-RES$ ****470
EI4GD	 COMMENT	 CTUS, ****471
****472
CO'.l t4Lt4T	 CON,PUTAT1ON	 OF	 GRID	 POItJ	 VALUES FOR DYNAMIC	 PROCESS$ ****47^1
****474




INTEGER	 F ► Vv;.FSELECT$ ****477
bLGII4 ****478
I-; 5 = 	(F-1) *20. *** *474
r•lb=	 (F+2)*20$ ****430
IF	 SELECT EOL	 i THEN ****481
BEGIN	 M1 = WC; (V+I-S 0 OJ)I	 t.!2 = WCX ( V+r ,16 v W) $ ****4A2
HH = ((12-D0 (M)) * M 1	 +	 Du(M)*r.'2)	 112$	 END ****^jgt
ELSE	 IF SELECT EOL 2 THE*! ** **48<<
CEGIN	 M3 = ''ACY (V*rrSr'r;)$ 	 ;: 4 = V.CY ( V +K'6 p 0 $ ****485
i
HH=((12 — DD(M))*M3 + DD(Mi*M4 ) 112$ END
ELSE BEGIN T1=TPC(V + M5r W)$ T2=TPC(V+),16rW)$
Hh=((12 — DD(M))*T1 + DD(M)*T2 ) 112$
EIJD$ COMMENT HH$
COMMENT COMPUTATION OF GRID POINT VALUE BY FBI—LINEAR























































REAL PROCEDURE GEOP(V ► WrCrSELECT)$
VALUE CrSELECTrVroS
INTEGER C ► SELECT $ REAL VFW$
BEGIN
INTEGER V1 ► W1$ REAL ArBpBlrB2rB3rB4$
V1 = ENTIEF%(V)$ W1= ENTIER(W)$
BI=IF SELECT EQL 1 THEN HH(VlrWl ► C ► 1)
ELSE IF SELECT EQL 2 THEN HH(V1rW1rCr2)
ELSE Hh(V1rW1rCr3)$
B2=IF SELECT EGL 1 THEN HH(V1+1rW1rCrl)
ELSE IF SELECT EOL 2 THEN HH(V1+1 ► W1rC ► 2)
ELSE HH(Vl+lFV%l#Cr3)$
83 = IF SELECT EGL 1 THEN HH(V1+1rW1+1rC ► 1)
ELSE IF SELECT EGL 2 TtIEN HH(V1+1rW1+1rCr2)
ELSE HH(V1+1rW1+1rCr3)$
B4 = IF SELECT EGL 1 THEN HH(V1rW1+1rCr1)
ELSE IF SELECT EGL 2 Tf04 HH(V1 ► W1+1rCr2)
ELSE HH(V1rW1+1rCr3)$
A= V1+1—V$ 8= v,1+1—W$
GEOP= A*B*Bl+(1—A)*B*B2+(1—A)*(1-8)*B3+A*!1-6)*84$
END $ COMMENT GEOP$
COMMENT COMPUTATION OF GREAT CIRCLE DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO
POINTS HY USI N G THE GONIOMETRIC RELATION$
REAL PROCEDURE GECDIST(LATl,LONltLAT2 ► LON2)S




IF LAT1 EGL LAT2 AND LOfJ1 ESL LOrJ2 THEN





CCVV ENT COMPUTATION OF COORDINATES OF 7`40 GEOGPAPHICAL POINTS
Oho THE GRIL PLANE$
PkOCLDL)RE GEOMGRIG ( PP r GG )$ INTEGER PPrGGS
COMNIENT XirX2 = RUN !NDICES A(;p Y1rY2=COL. INDICES $
bEGIN
LIS(PP)$ LA1= LALAT$ L01= LALONGS
LIS(GG)S• LA2= LALAT$ L02= LALONGS
























































COMMENT CoIfPUTATION OF GREAT CIRCLE DISTANCE AND TRUE COURSE






K1 = ENTIER(Xl)$ K2= K1+1$ L1= ENTIER(Y1)$
`	 L2= L1+1$ KiG= ENTIER(X2)$ K20= K10+1$
L1G= ENTIER(Y2) $ L20= L10+1$
fAl= ABS(K1Cy—K1)$
I t	 N2= ABS(LlU—L1)$
N3 = IF KIG EOL Ki AND Lip EOL Li THEN 0




AE(0)= 0$ AB(143+1)= 1$
^f	
IF N3 EOL 0 THEN GOTO LAB1$ IF N3 EOL Ni THEN
BEGIN
IF K1 GTR K10 THEN
INBEG
1	 RES1= K1$




RES1= K2$ RES2 = K10$
RES3= 1
i	 Er•:DS
FOR I= REST STEP RES3 UNTIL RES2 DO
BEGIN






IF L1 GT p L10 THEN
P.EGIN
RES1 = L1$




`	 RES1= L2$ RES2= L10$
1	 kES3= 1
END$


















































































IF SIN((LO2 —LO1)*CG) GTR 0 THEN TC=360 — TC$
IF TC LEO 90 THEN
BEGIi^ A=(90—TC)*CG$
E1=COS(A)$ E2=SIN(A)$ END
ELSE IF TC LEG 180 THEN
BEGIN A=(TC-90)*CG$
	 ^-
E1=COS(A)$ E2 =—SIN(A )$ END
ELSE IF TC LEG 270 THEN
BEGIti A=(270—TC)*CGS
E1= —COS(A)$ E2= —SIN(A)$ ErJD
ELSE BEGIN A=(TC-270)*CG$
E1= —COS(A)S E2=5IN(A)$ END$
Er4D
ENDS COMMENT PART2GE0MS
REAL PiwCEDURE SUwl (A r Bo AF: R) $
VALUE At B$
Ii.TEGER A t (iS APRAY ARRS
BEGIN INTEGER IS REAL S$
S= 0$
FOR I = A STEP 1 UNTIL B 1)0
S = S + ARR(I)$
SU M1'1 = S$
END S COMMENT SUklA
REAL PPOCEDURE Sw , 2 ( A p H ► ARR1 ► AkR2)1
VALUE At B$
11.TEGER At HS AR[t AY ARR1 p ARR2$
6EGItd INTEGER 1$ REAL S$
S= 0$
FOR I = A STEP 1 UNTIL B DO












REAL srD#Ai4G ► DEGpv.$
LOCAL LABEL BR$
IF X EOL 0 AND Y EOL 0 THEN
BEGIN SPD =CEG= O $ GOTO BR$ ENDS
SPD=SORT(X**2 + Y**2)$
w=ABS(X)$
IF SPD EOL 0 THEN GOTO BR$
ArIG=ARCCOS ( W/SPD % /CG$
IF X GEG 0 AND Y LEG 0 THEN ANG=270+Ar4G
ELSE IF X GEG 0 AND Y GEG 0 THEN
ANG=270—At;G
ELSE IF X LEO 0 AND Y GEG 0 THEN ANG=93-wk:G
ELSE IF X LEO 0 AND Y LEO 0 THEN ANG=90—ANG




E14D $ COMMENT DRIFT$
PROCEDURE METPROC(S)$ VALUE S$ INTEGER S$













TEMP(I) = —(,E=OP(XSTER ► YSTERrSr3)$




WX = SUN 1 (1 ► N#WtvDX) /N$
hY=SUM1(1rN r WN^ Y ) /r4$































































TA55=TASM*SGRT(273.16 + TEMP(I)) $ 	****704
GS =TASS*COSA + (WI40X(I)*E1 + WNDY(I)*E2)$
E14DUR(I)=36000*LENGTH ( I ) / GS$
I ENDS






^r	 TDEV(S)= IF RES1 LEG 359332 THEN TE M +1.98*PES1-15 ELSE
55+TEMS
TIME(S)= ENDUE
AIRDIST(S) = E r.-DU *TAS/36000 $ LE = DS
HEADING(S):IC+ARCSIN(ANGLE) /CGS
HD=HEADING(S)S
IF HD LEG 90 THEN
6EGIN HD=(90—HD)*CGS
TAX(S) =TAS*COS ( HD) $ TAY(S)=TAS*SIN(HD) S END
ELSE I P HD LEG 180 THEN
BEGIN HC=(HU-90)*CGS
TAX(S)=TAS*COS ( HD )$ TAY(S)= —TAS*SIN (HO )S END
ELSE IF HD LEO 270 THEN
r BEGIN HD=(270—HC)*CG$
TAX(S)= —TAS*COS ( HD )$ TAY(S)=—TAS*SIN(HD)$ END
ELSE BEGIN HD=(HD-270)*CG$
TAX(S)=—TAS*CO5(HD)$
TAY(S)=TAS*SIN ( HD )$ END$
ENDS COMMENT M.TPROCS
COMMENT 'TABLE' AND 'CLIMBCORT' ARE TABLE LOOK —UP PROCEDURES$
Ir4TEGER PROCEDURE TABLE(P p RoW S
VALUE PPRS INTEGER PIRS ItJTEGER ARRAY VAS
BEG 114
INTEGER GPBPL)$ REAL ROTC$
LOC AL LABEL LA82C%
B=IF P EOL 0 T HEN 4536 ELSE 5$
C=IF P EOL 0 THE14GRWO ELSE TDEV(P)S




IF MA(RrG+1) E()L —1 THEN
bEGIh TABLE= — !$ GOTO LAB20S
Et.DS
TABLE=RO*MA ( R , G + l) + (1—R0)*MA(RrG)$
ENO COMMENT TA(,LES
ItJTEGER PPOCEDURE CLIt ,^BCORT (L t MA) $

















































































IF E1 EUL -1 OR E2 EOL -1 OR E3 EGL -1 OR
BEGIN CLIMBCORT =-1 $ GOTO LA621S ENDS
CLIMBCORT=RO*R1*E4 + (1-RO)*(1-Rl)*E1
+ (1-RO)*R1*E3 + RO*(1-R1)*E2$
END$ COMME14T CLItrBCORT$
PROCEDURE READO(YO#YloY2pY3'ARR)S
VALUE YO ► Yl p Y2 ► Y33 INTEGER YOtY1'Y2'Y3S
IIJTEGE R ARRAY ARRS
BEGIN
FOR I = YO STEP 1 UNTIL Y1 DO
READ(PCF('UC10F' ) r FOR J=Y2 S7-EP 1
DO ARR(IPJ) ' ERRIERR)$
END $ CUMNENT READ$
PROCEDURE M.RITEr.(YOvY1 ► Y2'Y3'ARR)$
VALUE YOvYlvY2tY3s
INTEGER YO ► YlpY2#Y3$
INTEGER APPAY ARRS
BEGIN
FOR I=YO STEP 1 UNTIL Y1 DO
WRITE(F0T ► Y3vFOR J=Y2 STEP 1 UNTIL Y3 DO
ARO I,J) • ERR)$
L140S CU N14ENT WR I TEO$
READ(, (1 p 3' 1 t 16PRAi^GE)S
RLADO (1 v 3' 17 ' 33 v i'A)JGE) S
READO (1 p 99. 1. 9 ► TER'PT I VE) $
kEA00(1p99p1 ► 9pTLi--PDIST)%
READ( (1 v 99 p 1 •9 p TE ,, PFUEL) $
READO(1'3p1r7•Ny,)$
*RITE(PEJT)s
*RITE('* DERFORKA!,C r-' GATA FOR
WRITE ( ' ')$	 «PIT L (' ')$























































E4 EOL -1 THE N
UNTIL Y3





























































WRITE(' ' )S	 WRITE ( ' ' ) S	 WRITE(' ')S	 WRITE(' ')S
wkITE ( '* MAX. WEIGHT *')$ WRITE(' I)%
WRITEQ(1 ► 3 ► 1 ► 7 ► N'b)$
WRITE(PEJT)S
WRITE('* CLIME( TI mE *')S	 WRITE(' ')S
WRITEG;1 ► 99 ► 1 ► 9 ► TL?APTIME)S
WRITE(PEJT)$
WRITE('* CLIMB DISTANCE *')S WRITE(' ')S
WRITEO(1 ► 99 ► 1 ► 9 ► TEMP0IST)S
WRITE(PEJT)S
WRITE('* CLIMES FUEL *')S WRITE(' ')S
WRITEO(1 ► 99.1 ► 9 ► TEMPFUEL)S
READ(PCF(-DC10F 1 ) ► FLUB ► TAXI ► GRw ► RESERVE ► TOW•
MAXTQW ► MAXLW ► DATE ► IO e TTT ► ROUTE ► DOI^E ► ERR)$
wRITE( ► ')S	 WRITE ( ► ')$	 WRITE( ► ► )$
WRITE('	 *** INPUT PARAMETERS ***')S
WRITF(F02 ► 11 ► FLUR ► TAXI ► GRWrRESERVE ► TOW ►
h'AXTO% ► MAXL1,, ► DATE ► I 0 ► TTT ► ROUTE ) $
IF ROUTE GEa 1111 THEN
BEGIN






READ(PCF('DC16F 1) ► 	ST ► ST1 ► DONE ► ERR)$
WRITE(FO2 ► 2 ► ST' SYl)S




IrITE6ER AkkAY STOREI,STOREIO ► STOREG ► STOREGOPE(O..p) ►
F (-1..C;) $
FORN.AT F04(X63t I6 ► A2)p
F05('TkIP FUEL' ► I6 ► A1) ►
F06('COST' ► DC,2 ► A1)$
REAL_ ARkAY CECL_TIN'.E ► DECLFUEL ► DECLDIST(1••W)$
I r4TEGEP PROCEDURE SU (Hl ► H2) $ I r4TEGER r,l ► H2S
`C= A(G1G+IO*r,l-1)+H2$
Ir,TEGER PROCEDURE JO(Hi ► N2) S Ir4TEGER Hl ► H2S
J0= F(Hl-1)+H2—STOREI(Hl)+l$
Pr^OCEDUkE UESCLIMB ( S )S VALUE SS INTEGER SS





TASORT=SOR1(TAX ( S)**2 * TAY(S)**2)1
Lt^
ALT= 31+(S-1)*4$
OECLTIME(S)=IF MG EQL 0 THEN
/1000 ELSE 3.1+0.41*ALT$




DECLFUEL(S)=1F MG EQL 0 THEN CLIMBCORT(SrTEMPFUEL)
































































PROCEDURE LINE(Ni ► N2)$ BOOLEAN N1rN2$
COMMENT PRINT —OUT PROCEDURES
BEGIN
It	
INTEGER. IrJrKrL ► MrNrPrQrR ► SrT	 $
FORMAT P1('TOC'r 2I5r X12r I4r X10r I4r 3I6r I8r 	 A2)r
P2(I3 ► X22r I4r X10 ► I4r 3I6r I8r A2)r
P3('TOD'r 4I5t I6r I80 I6 r 3I6r I8 r A2)r
P4(I3 ► 4I5r I6r I8 ► 4I6r I8r A2)$
LOCAL L ABEL LAB30rLA831rLAB32$-
IF N1 THEN GOTO LAB30$
I	 IF N2 THEN GOTO LAB31$
I=G3$ S =MO$ T=B3$
LA930•.	 GEOMGRID(G4r G3)$
J=HEADING(G)$
K= 310 + (G-1)*40$
IF NOT N1 AnD NOT N2 THEN BEGIN
^ I	L= TOEV(G)$
M= SCRT(TAX(G)**2 + TAY(G)**2)$
ENDS
LAB31••
N= (IF N1 OR N2 THEN .75 ELSE 1)*
(WIX(G)*E1 + WIY(G)*E2)$
M3 7- IF N1 Oft N2 THEN
DECLTItAE(G)*600 ELSE TIME(G)$
I	
P= 100*ENTIER ( M3 / 36000) + M0D(M3 r 36000)/600$
c= 100*ENTILR i FLTIME /36000 ) + MOO(FLTIMEr 36000)/600$
R= BURN — akWQ$
IF N1 THEN
BEGIN


































































IF S EOL T THEN







PROCEDURE SPACEOPT(FBQ#FB ► BI # BG # RR) $ INTEGER FB ► RRS
^.	 bOOLEAN FBQ#6Ir BGS
COMMENT FBQ DETERMINES WETHER THE FLIGHTPLAN
COMPUTATION WILL BE PERFORMED BACKW ARDS ( F ALSE) OR FOR
	
1	 WARDS(TRUE)•
FB DETERMINES y;ETHER COSTS( + 1) OR FUEL!0) OR FLIGHT





I	 BI DEFINES WETHER THE NAVIGATION REGIME IS F REE IN THE
HORIZONTAL % FALSE ) OR BOUNDED BY ONE POINT(TRUE)•
BG DEFINES WETHER THE CRUISING ALTITUDE IS FREE(FALSE)
i OR UO UNDED(TRUE)S
BEGIN
LOCAL LABEL ITER# ENDG ► CI# REPEAT ► EIND$
It
INTEGER AAroUANT#II#JJrGG ► GRWP# DDGr OTGr TMG$
	
l	 BOOLEAN ITERATIONr BCLIMB ► BNQ#BF4$
INTEGER ARRAY ROWrROWO#QUANTQ(0.•F(Q))$
	
I^	 PROCEDURE PREP(A1rB1 ► AArBB)$ INTEGER Al ► B1$
COMMENT COMPUTATION OF DISTANCE AND FLIGHT TIME# AND
PR I (,T-OUT OF Tt+E FLIGHT PLANS
BOOLEAN AA r (;BS









l	 BEGI(J LOCAL LABEL ENDED$
FORMAT FC3(X44r 'CH I P I4r I6r D6.2r A2)$
PROCEDURE GP$
BEGIN
IF FB EUL 1 THEN
v^RITE('COST')
ELSE IF FB EQL 0 THEN
WRITE('FUEL')





















































PROCEDURE CL(M1 ► M2)S REAL M1 ► M2S	 ****1009




LOCAL LABEL JUS REAL MMS 	 ****1012
IF BCLIMB THEN	 ****1013
BEGIN	 ****1014
MM= OS GOTO JU	 ****1015
ENDS	 ****1016
IF ITERATION THEN	 ****1017
BEGIN	 ****1018
MM= IF G GEQ GG THEN —28	 ****1019
ELSE —7005 GOTO JU	 ****1020
ENE)$	 ****1021
MM= IF (0 EQL —1 AND G GEQ GG) OR (O EQL 1 AND	 ****1022
G LSS GG) THEN 700 ELSE 28S	 ****1023
****1024
MM= Mi + 0*(6G-G)* (IF m.Q NEQ B1 THEN MM ELSE 0)S ****1025
WRITE(' ') S WRITE(* *)S
IF ROUTE EQL 1111 THEN
BEGIN
WRITE('NON SPECIAL MIN TRACK')S
QP
ENDS
IF ROUTE EQL 4444 THEN
BEGIN
WRITE( ' ATC I')S	 QPS
ENDS
IF ROUTE EQL 5555 THEN
BEGIN
WRITE( ' ATC II')S	 QPS
ENDS




IF ROUTE EQL 9999 THEN
BEGIN
WRITE('SPECIAL TRACK')S 	 QPS
ENDS
WRITE('MIN TRACK IN SPACE')S 	 QPS
WRITE(FO3* FLUR ► DATE ► TT)S
WRIT`(' *)S
FL TMP TAS WIND	 DIST ACC©. TIME ACCT BURN
ENDS COMMENT EDITINGS
PROCEDURE QQ(0) S INTEGER OS
COMMENT COMPUTATION OF SEGMENT CONTRIBUTI ON. COST ►
TIME • FUEL# WEIGHT ETC.S
BEGIN
LOCAL LABEL JM1 ► JM2 ► JM3 ► JM ► ENDQS
i^
GRWQ— GRWQ + 0*MME
QUANT= QUANT+(IF FS EQL 1 THEN 1083.3*M2+15*MM
ELSE IF F8 EQL 0 THEN MM ELSE 600*M2)S
^.	 ENDS COMMENT CLS
QUANT = QUANTQ(I)S^^.
ITERATION= IF NOT FBQ AND MG EQL 0 AND 0 EQL 11
THEN TRUE
ELSE FALSES IF ROW(I) EQL	 0 THEN GOTO JMSf
IF ITERATION THEN ROW(0) ELSE ROW(I)Sl^ GRWQ=t IF MG EQL	 81 OR ITERATION THEN
BEGIN
IF DECLFUEL(G)	 LSS	 0 THEN GOTO JMS
^^. BCLIMB= TRUES CL(DECLFUEL(G)o DECLTIME(G))S
BCLIMB=	FALSES
DDG= DECLDIST(G)S	 OTG= DECLTIME ( G)*600 Si^




IF NOT F8Q THEN GOTO JM2S
l AID4=	 IF TDEV(G) LSS —10 THEN 64.0&+6
ELSE TABLE(1tGPMW)S
IF GRWQ GEQ AID4 THEN GOTO JMS
1 IF NOT FBQ THEN GOTO JM3S
JM2..
GRWP=	 GRWQS GRWQ=	 ,GRWQ + 0* AIRDIST(G)/ 2*
(IF G EOL 1 THEN 29",Y66+0'0000722* GRWQ ELSE
IF G EQL 2 THEN 0 •;^5 + 0 . 00-00792* GRWQ
ELSE —0 , g3+ 0.00008'9* GRWQ)S
j AA= TABLE(O•G P RANGE)S GRWQ=	 GRWP$
l IF AA	 LSS	 0 THEN GOTO JMS
CL(AIRDIST(G)*10**4/AA.TIME(G)/600)S
TMG= TIME(G)S
IF ED THEN PREP(LEP	 TMG sFALSEvFALSE)S
IF NOT FBO THEN GOTO JM1S
JM3..( IF MO EQL B3 AND NOT ITERATION THEN
1 BEGIN
8CLIM6=
i TRUES CL(DECLFUEL(G) O DECLTIME (G))S
BCLIMB=	FALSES
DDG= DECLDIST(G)S	 DTG= DECLTIME(G)*600 S








ED=	 IF BI AND BG THEN TRUE ELSE FALSES
FOR AA= 0 STEP 1 UNTIL F ( Q) 00
BEGIN
ROW(AA)= ROWQ(AA)= OS QUANTQ(AA) = 64.006
ENDS
QUANT= OS BCLIMB= FALSES
IF FOG THEN
BEGIN








DISTANCE= FLTIME= OS BURN= ROW(0)S
EDITING$ WRITE(FO4r RR)S
ENDS
I F ,FBQ THEN
BEGIN




B1= Q-1S 82= —1S 83= 0
ENDS
COMMENT ZONE CYCLE BEGINSS
FOR MQ= 81 STEP B2 , UNTIL 83 DO-
BEGIN
G1= IF FBQ THEN MQ+1 ELSE MQS
G2= IF FBQ THEN MG ELSE MQ+15
M= 1O*MQ+Glo +( IF IO EQL —1 THEN —1 ELSE 0)5
COMMENT A CYCLE FOR GRAPH POINTS ALONG MERIDIAN
BEGINSS
FOR JJ= STOREI(G1) STEP 1 UNTIL STOREIQ(G1) DO
BEGIN
G3= SQ(G1FJJ)S J= JQ(G1sJJ)S
COMMENT A CYCLE FOR GRAPH POINTS
ALONG NEXT MERIDIAN BEGINSS
FOR II= STOREI(62) STEP 1 UNTIL STORrf_'iQ(G2) DO
BEGIN
IF NOT 51 THEN
BEGIN
IF(M GEQ 3 A14D M LEG 8) AND ABS
(II —JJ) GEQ 10 THEN GOTO CIS
BNQ= (FOG AND 10 EQL —1) OR (NOT FOG AND
IO EQL 1)S
BN= (FBQ AND IO EQL 1) OR (NOT FBQ AND
IO EQL —1)S
IF M LSS 3 THEN
BEGIN
IF(BNQ AND BK



























































JJ)) THEN GOTO CI ****1134
ENDS ****1135
IF M GTR 8 THEN ****1136
BEGIN ****1137
IF (BNQ AND ****1138
SKO(M ► JJ ► II)) OR (BN AND BKQ ****1139
(M ► II ► JJ)) THEN GOTO CI *•**1140
END ****1141
ENDS ****1142
64= SQ ( 62 ► II)S I = JG(62 ► II ) S ****1143
IF FBQ THEN GEOMGRID(G4 ► G3)ELSE ****1144
GEOMGRID(G3 ► 64)S ****1145
PART26EOMS ****1146
IF MQ NEQ B1 THEN GG=STOREG(MQ - B2)S ****1147
****1148
COMMENT A CYCLE FOR FLIGHT LEVELS BEGINS$ ****1149
FOR G= STOREGIMQ) STEP 1 UNTIL ****1150
STOREGO(MQ) 00 ****1151
BEGIN ****1152
IF NOT FBQ AND MQ EQL 0 THEN ****1153
BEGIN ****1154
TEL = OS IF G NEQ GG THEN ****1155
GOTO ENDGS ****1156
N1=	 ROW(0)S ROW(0)=	 GRWQ= ****1157
MAXTOW-200005 ****1158
****1159
TEL = TEL +1$ IF G	 LSS	 1 ****1160
THEN	 .- ****1161
BEGIN **** 1162





	 LSS	 0 THEN ****1167
BEGIN ****1168




IF GRWQ EGL 0 THEN GOTO ENDGS ****1171
N2=	 ROW(I) - GRWQS IF N2	 GTR	 10 ****1172
AND ROW(0)	 EQL
	
MAXTOW THEN GOTO ****1173
ENDGS ****1174
ROW(0)=	 ROW(0)
	 +	 (IF TEL	 GTR	 10 ****1175
THEN N2l2 ELSE N2)S ****1176
GRWQ=	 ROW(0)S IF ABS(N2)	 LSS	 10 ****1177
OR TEL
	
GTR	 10 THEN ****1178
BEGIN ****1179
ROW(0)=	 N1S GOTO ITER ****1180
END ****1181











IF FBQ THEN QQ( —I) ELSE QQ(1)S
IF GRWQ EQL 0 THEN GOTO ENDG
ENDS
IF QUANT LEQ QUANTQ(J) THEN
BEGIN
ROW(J)= GRWQS QUANTQ ( J )= QUANTS
ROWQ(J)= IS IF BI AND NOT Be
THEN STOREG(MQ)= GS






r	 ENDS COMMENT ALONG—NEXT-MERIDIAN CYCLESa
ENDS COMMENT ALONG—CURRENT-MERIDIAN CYCLES
IF BI AND NOT BG THEN
STOREGQ(MQ) = STOREG(MQ)
ENDS COMMENT ZONE CYCLES
IF ROW(0) EQL 0 THEN GOTO EINDS
IF BI THEN GOTO-EINDS J=IF FBQ THEN F ( Q) ELSE F(0)S





K= IF FBQ THEN MQ ELSE MQ+1$ I= ROWQ(J)S
STOREIQ(NQ +( IF 83 EQL 0 THEN 1 ELSE 0 ) )= I—F(K-1)+
!	 STOREI( K)-1S J= IS
i	 ENDS
FOR MQ= 0 STEP 1 UNTIL Q DO STOREI ( MQ) = STOREIQ(MQ)S
"IND- *
TOWQ= ROW(0)S M1= IF FBQ THEN QUANTQ(F(Q ) ) ELSE
QUANTQ(0)S








PROCEDURE FF(UUOVV)S	 INTEGER ARRAY UU#VVS
BEGIN
F(-1)= -1S FOR K= 0 STEP 1 UNTIL Q DO
F(K)= F(K-1)+VV(K)—UU(K)+1
ENDS COMMENT FFS
PROCEDURE PROCES(S1tS2 ► S3rPRPFFBB#BBtFACTORISATION)S
^r
INTEGER S1 ► S2 ► S3 ► FFBBS REAL PRS
BOOLEAN BB ► FACTORISATIONS
COMMENT S1 AND S2 DETERMINE THE LIMITS OF FLIGHT
LEVELS.
S3 IS A DUMMY ► EXCEPT WHEN
FACTORISATION IS TRUE ►
THEN S3 IS A DATUM FOR THE FLIGHT
LEVEL
IN NHICH THE M ► F ► P ► IS COMPUTED ►
PR IS PERCENTAGE TRIP FUEL
FFBB DETERMINES WETHER COSTS(+l) ►
FUEL( 0) OR TIME( -1) IS OPTIMIZED ►
BB•.USE LANDING WEIGHT(TRUE) ►USE
TAKE OFF WEIGHT(FALSE)
FACTORISATION ( TRUE) INITIALISES
PROCES IN THE HORIZONTAL ON THE
BASIS OF FLIGHT TIME.
FOLLOWED BY COMPILATION OF FLIGHT
PLAN IN THE VERTICAL ON THE BASIS
OF COSTS ► FUEL OR TIMES
BEGIN
INTEGER NNS





COMMENT SPECIFICATION OF LIMITS IN HORIZO NTAL OF
GRAPH POINTS ALONG MERIDIANS
BEGIN	 ^-
LOCAL LABEL UTRECHTS
STOREI(0) =STOREIQ ( 0) =ST - A(GlGml)S
STOREI(Q)= STOREIQ(Q) = ST1-A(G2Q-1)S
IF ROUTE GEQ 1111 THEN GOTO UTRECHTS
FOR K= 1 STEP 1 UNTIL Q-1 DO
BEGIN




PROCEDURE	 AAA(F1 ► F2)S INTEGER F1 ► F2S
COMMENT SPECIFICATION OF LIMITS IN THE VERTICALS►
FOR K= 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 0-1 DO
BEGIN
STOREG(K) = F1S STOREGQ(K) = F2S
ENDS COMMENT AAAS
PROCEDURE EPS
IF TOWQ GEQ MAXTOW OR TOWO EQL 0 THEN
BEGIN





COMMENT IF FACTORIZATION IS TRUE # THEN THE OPTIMIZATION
TAKES PLACE FIRST IN THE HORIZONT AL AND THEN
IS FOLLOWED BY IN THE VERTICALS
IF FACTORISATION THEN
BEGIN
AAS AAA(53tS3)S NNO(SS)S . RBUTE= 11115
SPACEOPT(IF BB THEN FALSE ELSE TRUE#-1#FALSE#
TRUE # NN)S TWS





































































PROCEDURE NNQ ( A) S VALUE AS INTEGER AS
NN= IF NOT BB 1HEN TOW ELSE AS
PROCEDURE TWS
COMMENT SAFEGUARDING AGAINST OVERLOADINGS
IF TOWQ GEQ MAXTOW OR TOWQ EQL 0 THEN
BEGIN




SPACEOPT (IF BB THEN FALSE ELSE TRUE#F FBBt TRUE#
FALSE#NN)S TWS
EPS NNQ(SSSS)S
SPACEOPT(TRUE # FFBBtTRUE ► TRUE tNN)S EPS






IF ROUTE GEQ 1111 THEN
BEGIN
READ(PCF( t DC10F t) # ST# ST1# DONE#
G1Q= ZONEI(ST)S
FOR K= 1 STEP 1 UNTIL Q-1 DO





















LEAST TIME TRACK NEEDED	 ****1367
TRUE D FALSE)'S
WRITE ( FO2r It STOREI(K))S
STOREI ( K)= STOREIQ (K)= STOREI ( K)—A(61Q♦I0*K-1)S
ENDS
62Q = ZONEI(ST1)S





E(0)= E(Q)= 1S FOR K= 1 STEP 1 UNTIL Q-1 DO
E(K)= A(G1Q♦ I0*K)-A(G1Q♦IO*K-1)$
COMMENT
It WHEN A ~LIGHT PLAN
CALL 'PROCES(1t 3t It
2. WHEN A FLIGHT PLAN
CALL 'PROCES ( lr 3f It
39 WHEN A FLIGHT PLAN






































5. IN — AND OUTBOUND TRAFFIC (IO= 1 OUTBOUND I0= — 1 INBOUND)-	 ****14
69 FLIGHTPLAN PRODUCTION FOR OPTIMUM TRACKS ► SPECIFIC ROUTES	 ****15





PROCES(1t 3t i t 0.03~ 00 TRUE# FALSE)S




WRITE(' ') S WRITE(' ')s
WRITE('	 *** END OF RUN ***')s ^-
GO TO EOPS
ERR..
WRITE('	 *** INPUT DATA ERROR **I*')$
EOP- 
0	 i-^6	 ( Dc
	
^`	 A ELT DC 8 o l t 810528 r 065734	 ^/LA
	^1i	 COMMENT KNMI/KLM 020169 SPG NAV 	 1JN60
NAVIGATION—FLIGHTPLANNING—MODULE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
	
i	 FLIGHTPLANS OVER THE NORTH ATLANTIC.
	
jv	 THE MAIN FEATURES
ARE:
1• INCLUSION OF 6 METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETER FIELDS#
i - TEMPERATURE AND GEOPOTENTIAL FIELDS FOR 300 250 AND 200 MB
VALID FOR TWO STANDARD TIMES 12 HOURS APART.
29 NAVIGATIONAL GRID BASED ON REPORTING POINTS OF THE KLM.
	
'	 39 INCLUSION OF A DYNAMIC PROCESS BASED ON INTERPOLATION OF
TWO PARAMETER FIELDS.
4. OPTIMALISATION OF FUEL ► COSTS OR FLIGHT TIME IN SPACE AS







_TERNATIVE ATC MINIMUM ROUTES*
E.G. SECTOR BLOCKING OVER THE NORTH ATLANTIC
AIRWAYS AND ATC RESTRICTED AREAS*
CRUISE AND USE OF PERFORMANCE TABLES$























































INTEGER	 P1 ► P2 ► P3 ► Q1 ► Q2 ► Q3 ► S ► TTT ►
G1 ► 62 ► G3 ► G4 ► 81 ► B2 ► 83 ► MO ► G10 ► 020 ► 0 ►
RES1 ► RES2 ► RES3 ► I ► J ► f4i ► N2 ► N3 ► M ► 6 ►
MO ► M1 ► M2 ► M3 ► M4 ► M5 ► M6 ► K ► 10 ►
K1 ► K2 ► L1 ► L2 ► K1Q ► K2Q ► LiQ ► L20 ► KK1 ► KK2 ► LLi ► LL2 ►
ENDU ► TEM ► TAS ►FLUR ► TAXI ► TOW ►GRW ► RESERVE ► MAXTOW ► MAXLW ►
DATE ► ST ► STI ► ROUTE ► DISTANCE ► FLTIME ► BURN ►
GRWO ► TOWQ ► LW ► COST ► LE ► TELS
REAL	 CO ► CG ► P ► Cl ► X1 ► X2 ► Y1 ► Y2 ► X ► Y ► El ► E2 ► E3 ►
I	 GG1 ► GG2 ► D ► ANGLE ► LALAT ► LALONG ► TT ► LAi ► L01 ► LA2 ► LO2 ►
s	 XX1 ► XX2 ► YYIOYY2 ► AIDI ► AID2 ► AID3 ► AID4 ► XSTER ► YSTER ►
MINTIMES
INTEGER ARRAY HT(1. * 72 ► 4* 9 19) 0 A(•1*.KQ♦1) ► V(0•.41) ►
!	 SR(1*.3 ► 0**19) ► MW(1**300**6) ► CD ►CT ► CF(1**3 ► 0**17 ) ► CTC ►
CFC(0**700998 :0 CDC(0**6 ► 0**8)S
ARRAY DD(O**KQ)M
BOOLEAN EDS
BOOLEAN ARRAY BK(0**2F1**6 ► 1**6) ► BKG(9**KQ ► 1**6 ► 1**6)S
FORMAT FOI(E2 ► S10 ► 07 * 0 ► A5) ►
Ij	 PEJT (E2 ► ' I t A1) ►
11	 FOT(X5 ► *I60 A2) ►
F02(X5 ► *I7 ► A2)S
{	 STRING STR(10)S
INTEGER PROCEDURE INTERPOL(F ► F1 ► F2 ► FlQ ► F20)S
	
j	 INTEGER F ► F1 ► F2 ► F1Q ► F20S
COMMENT LINEAR INTERPOLATIONS
INTERPOL = ((F- F1) * F2Q .+ (F2 — FI 4 F1Q) / (F2 - F1)S
	
l^	
REAL PROCEDURE SUM1(A ► Be ARR)S
1	 VALUE At BS
INTEGER At BS ARRAY ARRS
BEGIN INTEGER IS REAL SS
S- os
FOR I = A STEP 1 UNTIL B DO




i	 REAL PROCEDURE SUM2(A f B ► ARR1 ► ARMS
VALUE At 8S
INTEGER A ► BS ARRAY ARRI P ARR2S
BEGIN INTEGER IS REAL Ss
S= Os
FOR I= A STEP 1 UNTIL B 00
S = S + ARR1(I)*ARR2(I)S
SUM2 = SS
I	 ENDS COMMENT SUM2S
PROCEDURE WW(AA ► 88) S REAL AAS STRING 885







+ (`'	 Pi = 31000S P2 = 350006 P3 =
Q2 = 339995 Q3 2 386626 TEL
FOR S= 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO
BEGIN
REST= S*12S
FOR J=19 STEP -1 UNTIL 4 DO
FOR I = RES1 + 1 STEP 1 UNTIL
RES1 + 12 DO READ(PCF('NASADO)t
ENDS
FOR S=0 STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO
BEGIN REST =S*12S WRITE(PEJT)S
FOR J=19 STEP — 1 UNTIL 4 DO
WRITE(FO2 0 12 o FOR I=RES1
STEP 1 UNTIL RES1 +
ENDS

























COMMENT ARRAY 'HT O IS REFILLED'WITH
WHICH APPLY IN GRID POINTS
350000 AND 39000 FTS
FOR I = 1 STEP i UNTIL 12 p 37 STEP 1 UNTIL 48 DO
FOR J= 4 STEP 1 UNTIL 19 DO
BEGIN
MO= HT(I#J)S
M1= ENTIER(MO/100)S M2= MO-100*MIS
M0= HT(1+12PJ)S
M3= ENTIER(MO/ 100) S M4= MO-100*M3S
MO= HT(I+24PJ)S








COMMENT THIS ROUTINE CONCLUDES THE PRODUCTION OF THE
METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS GEOPOTENTIAL AND TEMPERATURE
FLIGHT LEVELSS
INTERPOLATED PARAMETERS	 ****92
AT FLIGHT LEVELS 31000 0	 ****93
POINT NUMBERS AND ZONE























86S A(9)= 90S A(10)= 96S	 ****117
A(14) = 1145 A(15)= 1155	 ****118
IN
COMMENT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GRAPH
A(-1)= —IS A(0)= OS A(1)= 2S A(2)=
A(5)= 41S A(6)= 56S AM=  71S A(8)=
A(11)= 1025 A(12)= 1075 A(13)= 111S
V(0)= 522904775
V(1)= 518501155 V(2) = 536401505
(	 V(3)= 510002005 V(4) = 519905395
V(6)= 550002005 V(7) = 499806325
V(9)= 527008925 V(10) = 535006305
V(12)= 542710055 V(13)= 489054545
V(15)= 537356975 V(16)= 584-0635
V(18)= 485458565 V(19)= 55566.O00
V(21)= 532860355 V(22)= 54836683S
V(24)= 480060005 V(25)= 49846435S





















V(30)= 461764595 V(31 )= 475066006 V(32)= 485768265
V(33)= 500070505 V(34)= 438366085 V(35)= 448468675
V(36)= 453271796 V(37 )= 454673856 V(38)= 412870035
V(39)= 423670995 V(40)= 430072506 V(41)= 40647378S
COMMENT DETERMINATION OF CONNECTIVITY AMONG GRAPH POINTS.
FALSE=CONNECTEO e TRUE=BLOCKED S
FOR I= 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 6 00
FOR J= i STEP i UNTIL 6 DO
BE IN
FOR MG= OPlP2 DO BK(MQ e IeJ) = TRUES
FOR MG= 9 STEP 1 UNTIL KG 00 BKQ(MQeIoj) = TRUE
ENDS
SK(lelel)= BK(2 p 1e1)z BK(1 ► 2e2)= SK(2e2e2)=
BKQ(9e1e1 )= BKQ(10elel ) = BKQ(llol t l )= BKQ(12+lei)=
SKG(13 p 1 p 1) = BKQ(14e1e1)= BKQ(9e2 e 2)= BKQ(10e2e2)=
BKQ(lle2e2) = BKQ(12e2 e2)= BKQ(13i2e2) = BKQ(10e3e3)=
SKQ(11 ► 3e3) = BKQ(13e3e3) — SKQ(lle4e4) = BK(2e3e4) = SK(2e4e5)=
BKG(12e404) = BKG(lOe6t6) 2 BK(1e1e2)
SK(1e2e3% = BK(1e2e4) = BK(2e2e3)
8KQ(9e1e2)= BKQ(9e2e3)= FALSES
BKQ(9e2e5)= BKQ(9e3e4)= 8KQ(9e3e5) = BKQ(9e4e6)= BKG(IOP2#1)=
BKQ(10e4e3) = SK21.10e5 e 3) = BKQ(10e5e4)= BKQ(lOe6e5)=
BKQ(llele2 ) = BKQtll # 3 e 4) = BKQ ( lle5e4 ) = FALSE$
BKQ(llo6e5 ) = BKQ(12e2e1) = BK2(12 ► 3 ► 2) 2 BKQ ( 12e4e3)=
BKQ(12e5e4) = BKC!13e1e2)= BKQ(14e2 e 1) = BKQ(14e3e1) = BK(Oelel)=
l^.	 BK(0e1e2) =FALSES
BEGIN
REAL ARRAY AB(O•.10)0 LENGTH(1••10)e
TIMEeAIROISTeTDEVeWIXeWIYeTAXeTAY(1•.W)S
i
INTEGER PROCEDURE ZONEI(Q)S INTEGER Os
COMMENT THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE INDEX OF THE
ZONE ASSOCIATED %ITH A STATIONSNUMBERS
^.	 bEGIN
LOCAL LABEL AGAINS INTEGER 15
I= —1S
%GAIN..
I= I+iS IF A(I) —Q LSS 0 THEN GOTO AGAINS
ZONEI= I
ENDS COMMENT ZONEIS
PROCEDURE DT(K)S INTEGER KS
COMMENT THIS SUBROUTINE DISSECTS LATITUDE AND
LONGITUDE FROM THE COMPRESSED COORDINATES*










PROCEDURE LIS ( U)S INTEGER US
COMMENT DETERMINATION OF LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE FOR
GRAPH POINTSS
BEGIN
IF U EOL 19 THEN DT(12)
ELSE IF U LEG 11 THEN
BEGIN
OT(U)S IF U EQL 0 OR U EQL 1 OR
U EQL 2 THEN LALONG= -LALONG
EK'
E6SE IF U LEG 26 THEN
BEGIN
LALAT= 35+US LALONG= 10
END
ELSE IF U LEG 41 THEN
BEGIN
LALAT= 20+US LALONG= 20
END
ELSE IF U LEG 56 THEN
BEGIN
LALAT= 5+US LALONG= 30
END
ELSE IF U LEG 71 THEN
BEGIN
LALAT= U-11S LALONG= 40
END
ELSE IF U LEG 86 THEN . ^-
BEGIN





COMMENT THIS SUBROUTINE PREPARES THE TIME INSTANTS AT WHICH
IN EACH ZONE THE METEOROLOGICAL PARAMATER WILL BE
DERIVED FROM BOTH PARAMETER FIELDSP COMPOSITE CHARTS





JO = IF IO EQL i THEN KG ELSE O S SUM= OS
FOR I= KQ-JO STEP 10 UNTIL JO DO
BEGIN
SUM= SUM+(IF I GTR 3 AND I LSS 8 THEN 2*A ELSE A)S
DW I ) = SUM
ENDS
MO = ZONEI(ST)S RES= IF 10 EQL 1 THEN DD(MO ) ELSE
DD(MO-1)$
FOR I= 0 STEP i UNTIL KQ DO OD(I)= IF TT GTR 12











































































REAL PROCEDURE GEOP(VPWPCPCHOICE )S INTEGER CS
REAL V#WS BOOLEAN CHOICES
COMMENT COMPUTATION OF GEOPOTENTIAL OR TEMPERATURE IN
ARBITRARY POINTS
BEGIN
INTEGER VIPWIS REAL A.Bt81tB2vB3v84S
V1= ENTIER(V)s W1= ENTIER(W)S
81= IF CHOICE THEN HH(V1#W1lC*7RUE)
ELSE HH(V1#W1#CvFALSE)S
82= IF CHOICE THEN HH(V1+ItW1•C#TRUE)
ELSE HH(V1+1#W1 ► CvFALSE)S
83= IF CHOICE THEN HH(V1+1#W1+1#CPTRUE)
ELSE HH(V1+1PWi+1•C#FALSE)S
B4= IF CHOICE THEN HH(V1#W1+1+C#TRUE)
ELSE HH(VlfWi+1#C ► FALSE)s
A= V1+1-VS B= W1+1-WS
GEOP= A*B*B1+(1-A)*8 *82+(1-A)*(1-8)*B3+A*(1-B)*B4
ENDS COMMENT GEOPS








REAL PROCEDURE GEODIST(ODD P LAT )S REAL DDD#LATS
COMMENT COMPUTATION OF DISTANCE ON THE SPHERE FROM
EUCLIDEAN DISTANCES
GEODIST= 219.721*DDD*COS((45-LAT/2)*CG)* *2S
PROCEDURE GEOMGRID(PP O GG ) S INTEGER PPrGGS
GRID POINT VALUES FOR GEOPOTENTIAL






COMMENT COMPUTATION OF EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE AND UNIT VECTORS
BEGIN
LIS(PP)S LA1= LALATS L01= LALONGS
LIS(GG)S LA2= LALATS L02= LALONGS
XYTRANSF(LA1#LOI) S X1= XS Y1= YS






COMMENT DETERMINATION OF LENGTH OF SEGMENT BY SUMMATION OF
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM SUBSEGMENTSS
BEGIN
K1= ENTIER(X1)S K2= K1+lS L1= ENTIER(Y1)S
L2= L1+1S K1Q= ENTIER(X2)S K2Q= KIPIS




N3 = IF K1Q EQL KI AND L1Q EQL L1 THEN 0




AB(0)= OS AB(N3+1)= IS
IF N3 EQL G THEN GOTO LABIS If N3 EQL Ni THEN
BEGIN
IF K1 GTR KIQ THEN
BEGIN
RES1= KIS




RES1= K2S RES2= K1QS
RES3= 1
ENDS
FOR I= RES1 STEP RES3 UNTIL RES2 DO
BEGIN






IF L1 GTR L10 THEN
BEGIN
RES1= LIS





RES1= L2S RES2= LIDS ****346
RES3=	 1 ****347
ENDS ****348
^.	 FOR I= RES1 STEP RES3 UNTIL RES2 00 ****349
BEGIN ****350






FOR I= 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N3+1 DO ****356
BEGIN ****3S7
AIO2= 	( ( AB(I)+AB ( I-1))*LA2+(2—(AB(I) ****358
+AB(1-1))) *LAI)/2S ****359
LENGTH ( I) = GEODIST(E3*(AB ( I)-AB(I-1 )). AID2) ****360
****361
{ END ****362
i	 ENDS	 COMMENT PART2GEOMS ****363
****364
PROCEDURE METPROC(S)S INTEGER SS ****365
COMMENT PROCESSING METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERSS ****366
BEGIN ****367
INTEGER IS **** 368
ARRAY TEMPPWNDX # WNDYPENDUR ( 1**N3+ 1 )S ****369
GG1= GEOP(XIOYI P S#TRUE) S ****370
GG2= GEOP(X2oY2 • SPTRUE) S ****371
ANGLE= C1*(GG2-GG1)/(470*D*SIN( ( LA1 +LA2 ) *CG/2))S ****372
XX1= X1S YY1= Y1S ****373
FOR I = 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N3+1 DO ****374
BEGIN ****375
XX2= AB(I)*X2+(1 —AB(I))*XI S ****376
YY2= AB(I)*Y2+(1 —AB(I))*Y1S ****377
AIO2 = 	( ( AB(I)+AB ( I-1))*LA2+( 2—(AB(I) +AB(I-1)))* ****378
LA1)/2S ****379
'	 XSTER= (XX1+XX2)/2 S ****380
YSTER= (YY1+YY2)/2S ****381
KK1= ENTIER ( XSTER )S KK2= KK1+lS LL1 = ENTIER ( YSTER ) S ****382
LL2= LL1+lS ****383
TEMP(I) = —GEOP(XSTERPYSTER • SPFALSE) S ****384
AID1 = C1*E3/(D*SIN(AID2 *CG))S AIO2= XSTER—KKlS **** 385
AI03= YSTER—LLIS ****386
WNDX(I) = —AID1*(AID2*(HH ( KK2 0 LL2 # S P TRUE)—HH ****387
(KK2rLLIPSOTRUE) )+( 1 —A IO2) * (HH(KK1#LL2oS•TRUE) ****388
•	 -HH(KKlPLL1 ► SPTRUE)))S ****389
WNDY(I) = 	AID1*(AI03*(HH ( KK2 t LL2 # S P TRUE)—HH ****390
(KKIPLL2tStTRUE) )+( 1—AID3 ) * ( HH(KK2rLLIPS#TRUE) ****391
s	 —HH(KKl#LLlvSvTRUE)))S ****392
TAS= 0 * 8034*38*9826*SORT ( 273*16+TEMP(I))S ****393
ENDUR(I )= 36000*LENGTH(I) / (TAS*SGRT ( 1—ANGLE**2 )+ ****394
(WNDX(I)*E1+WNQY(I)*E2))S ****395
XX1= XX2S YY1= YY2 ****396
'	 ENDS ****397
ENDU= SUM1 ( 10 N3+lr ENDUR)S ****398
{	 TEM= SuM2(1 • r43 + 1 ► ENDUR# TEMP)/ENDUE ****399
P
TAS= 098034*38 * 9826*SQRT(273*16+TEM )S ****400
RES1= 31+(S-1) *4S ****401
TDEV(S)= IF RES1 LEQ 35.332 THEN TEM +1*98*RES1-15 ELSE ****402
55+TEMS ****403
TIME(S) = ENDUE ****404
AIRDIST(S) = ENDU *TAS/360005 LE= 05 ****405
WIX(S)= SUM2(1 p N3+1# ENOURP WNOX)/ENDUE ****406
WIY(S)= SUM2(lr N3+10 ENDUR# WNDY)/ENDUE ****407
TAX(S)= TAS*(EI*SQRT(1-ANGLE**2)+E2*ANGLE )S ****408
TAYIS)= TAS*(E2*SQRT(1-ANGLE* *2)-E1*AN6LE )S ****409
ENDS	 COMMENT METPROCS ****410
****411
COMMENT PROCEDURES 'TABLE T AND 'TABLEQ' ARE FOR	 TABLE LOOK-UPS****412
INTEGER PROCEDURE TABLE(P#R#MA)S INTEGER PPRS INTEGER ARRAY ****413
MAS ****414
BEGIN ****415
INTEGER GO#DrBS REAL ROPCS LOCAL LABEL LA820 S ****416
O=IF P EQL 0 THEN 68000 ELSE IF P EQL 1 THEN -10 ELSE 800005****417
B=IF P EQL 1 THEN 5 ELSE 40005 ****418




IF MA(RtGO+1) EQL -1 THEN ****423
BEGIN ****424
TABLE= -1S GOTO LAB20 ****425
ENDS ****426
TABLE= RO*MA(R # GO+1)+(1-RO)*MA(R#GO )S ****427
****428
ENDS	 COMMENT TABLES ****429
****430
INTEGER PROCEDURE 	 TABLEQ(Q#LPMAO#MA1) S INTEGER QILS ****431
INTEGER ARRAY MAOpMAIS ****432
BEGIN ****433
INTEGER H#SO#ZvR ► S00S ****434
LOCAL LABEL LAb21S ****435
REAL TOO TOO$ ****436
H= TABLE(Q#LPMAO)S ****437
IF H EQL -1 THEN ****438
BEGIN ****439
TABLEQ= -lb GOTO LAB21 ****440
ENDS ****441
Z= IF 0 EQL 2 THEN 0 ELSE IF Q EQL 3 THEN 50 ELSE 500$ ****442
R= IF Q EQL 2 THEN 50 ELSE I F Q EQL 3 THEN 100 ELSE 1000$ ****443
T0= (H - Z)/RS ****444



















PROCEDURE READQ(YOvYlvY2 p ARR) S INTEGER Y0tYI•Y2S
INTEGER ARRAY ARRS
BEGIN
FOR I = YO STEP 1 UNTIL Y1 DO
FOR J=0 STEP 1 UNTIL Y2 DO
READ(PCF('NASAD') • ARR(I# J) p ERR• ERR)
ENDS COMMENT READS




FOR I= YO STEP 1 UNTIL Y1 DO
WRITE( FOTt Y2 + It FOR J= 0 STEP I
UNTIL Y2 DO ARR(IP J))S
ENDS COMMENT WRITEGS
READQ(1t3t19 • SR !5 READQ(1*3t6tMW)S READG(1#3#170CD)S
READQ(1t3t17tCT )S READO(1#3#17 # CF)S READQ(0#7.8#CTC)S
READQ(0#7r8 # CFC) S READQ(0t6t8vCDC)S
WRITE(PEJT)S
WRITEQ(1t3t19oSR)S
WRITE('	 ')$	 WRITE(' ')S
WRITEG(1t3p6•MW)S
WRITE( v	') 5	WRITE(' 9)S
WRITEQ(1t3p17 ► CD)s








WRITE ( '	 ')S	 WRITE ( ' ')S
WRITEQ(0 ► 6o8tCDC)S
► 	 CG= 0.0174532925s C0= 39.62961485 C1= 21947*32.808399$ 	 ****499
P= CO*SIN(31.2*CG)1COS(31.2*CG)S 	 ****500
RUN..	
****501
READ(PCF( O NASAD')r FLURP TAXI# GRWt RESERVE# TOW# 	 ****502
1	 MAXTOw•MAXLWrDATEPIO•TTT ► ROUTE#DONE ► ERR)S	 ****503
WRITE(' ')S WRITE ( ' ')S WRITE(' 0$	 ****504
WRITE ( '	 *** INPUT PARAMETERS ***')S 	 ****505




IF ROUTE GEQ 1111 THEN
BEGIN






READ(PCF('NASAD' ) t STPSTlr DONE # ERRS
WRITE(F02r 2v STO ST1)S




INTEGER ARRAY STOREIPSTOREIQ#STOREG#STOREGQ*E(0* *Q)t
F(-1**Q)S
FORMAT F04(X63t I6• A2)•
F05 ( 'TRIP FUEL'# I6@ A1) ►
F06 (t COST ly D8*2t ADS
REAL ARRAY DECLTIMEPDECLFUELrDECLDIST(1 **W)S
INTEGER PROCEDURE SQ(Hl p H2)S INTEGER HlsH2S
SQ= A(GIQ+IO*Hl-1)+H2S
INTEGER PROCEDURE JQ(HIPH2) S INTEGER HlsH2S
JQ= F(H1-1)+H2-STOREI(H1)+1$
PROCEDURE DESCLIMB(S)S VALUE S$ INTEGER SS





DECLTIME(S)= IF MG EQL 0 THEN 60*TABLEQ(3rS*CT#CTC)
/1000 ELSE 3*1+0*41*ALTS
DECLDIST(S)= IF MG EQL 0 THEN TABLEQ(2rStCDrCDC)
ELSE 9+3*ALTS
DECLFUEL(S)= IF MG EQL 0 THEN TABLEQ(4*SPCF ► CFC)






TIME(S)= AIRDIST(S)/SGRT(TAX(S)* *2+TAY(S) **2)*
i	 360005 LE= LE—DECLDIST(S)S
JUM.
ENDS COMMENT DECLIMBS
REAL PROCEDURE ARCTANG(Q1*02) S REAL 01* 02S	 ****557
ARCTANG= ARCTAN(Q2/01)/CG+ ( IF Q1 LSS 0 THEN 180	 ****558
ELSE IF 02 LSS 0 THEN 360 ELSE 0)S 	 ****559
{	 ****560
PROCEDURE LO(Z1e Z2)S REAL Z1* Z2 S	 ****561
I+
COMMENT COMPUTATION OF LONGITUDE FROM EUCLIDEAN COORDINATES ****562




INTEGER PROCEDURE HEADING (LltL2) S REAL L1 ► L2S ****566
COMMENT COMPUTATION OF HEADING IN FLIGHTS ****567
+j	 BEGIN ****568
REAL MIOM20ZXPZYS ****569
XSTER= ( Xi+XZ )/2S YSTER= (Y1+Y2)/2S ****570
>I l	 LO(XSTERPYSTER)S M1= SIN((80 —L01 ) *CG )S ****571
r 	 M2= COS((80-LO1)*CG)S ****572
HEADING= ARCTANQ( —L1*M1+L2*M2#L1*M2 + L2*M1) ****573
ENDS	 COMMENT HEADINGS ****574
ll ****575
PROCEDURE	 LINE(N1•N2)S BOOLEAN N1•N2S ****576
COMMENT PRINT-OUT PROCEDURES ****577
BEGIN ****578
INTEGER IrJtKPL#M#N#PtQpRrStT	 S ****579
FORMAT P1( ' TOC' ► 2I5#	 X12v	 14P	 X10r	 I4t	 3I6r	 I8t	 A2 ) t ****580
!	 P2(I3#
	
X221	 I4t	 X101	 I4r	 316 ► 	 I8t	 A2 ) t ****581
P30TOD'P 4I5t	 I6t	 let	 I6t 3I6 p 	ISO A2 ) ► ****582
P4(I3#	 415#	 I6t	 I8t	 4I60	 ISP	 A2 ) S ****583
LOCAL LABEL LAB30•LAB31tLAB32S ****584
IF N1 THEN GOTO LAB30S ****585







t	 J= HEADING	 (TAX(G)o TAY(G))S ****589
K= 310 + (G-1)*40S ****590
IF NOT Ni AND NOT N2 THEN BEGIN ****591
L= TDEV(G)S ****592
M= SQRT(TAX(G)**2 + TAY(6)**2)S ****593
ENDS ****594
I^	 LA831*. ****595
`	 N= (IF N1 OR N2 THEN *75 ELSE 1)* ****596
(WIX(G)*Ei + WIY(G)*E2)S ****597
M3= IF N1 OR N2 THEN ****598
DECLTIME ( G)*600 ELSE TIME(G)S ****599
P= 100*ENTIER ( M3/ 36000 ) + MOD(M3 v 36000)/6005 ****600
i	 Q= 100*ENTIER(FLTIME/36000 ) + MOD(FLTIMEt 36000)/6005 ****601
R= BURN	 GRWQS ****602
IF N1 THEN ****603
BEGIN ****604
WRITE(PloJ#K#N+DISTANCE @ P o otR t GRWQ )S ****605
GOTO LAB32 ****606
{	 ENDS ****607
{	 IF N2 THE)J ****608
BEGIN ****609
WRITE(P2#STi#N#DISTANCE P P # Q#R # GRWQ )S ****610
GOTO LAB32 ****611
iENDS ****612
IF S EQL T THEN ****613
WRITE(P3tJrK*L*MtNtLE t OISTANCE # P P Q* RP GRWQ ) ****614






PROCEDURE SPACEOPT(FBQ ► FB ► BI ► BG ► RR) S INTEGER FB ► RRS
BOOLEAN FBQ ► BI ► BGS
COMMENT FBQ DETERMINES WETHER THE FLIGHTPLAN
COMPUTATION WILL BE PERFORMED BACKWARDS (FALSE) OR FOR
WARDS(TRUE)•
FB DETERMINES WETHER COSTS( +l) OR FUEL(0) OR FLIGHT
TIME( -1) WILL BE OPTIMIZED • RR IS TAKE OFF WEIGHT OR
LANOINGWEIGHT.
BI DEFINES WETHER THE NAVIGATION REGIME IS FREE IN THE
HORIZONTAL(FALSE ) OR BOUNDED BY ONE POINT(TRUE)•
86 DEFINES WETHER THE CRUISING ALTITUDE IS FREE (FALSE)
OR BOUNOEO(TRUE)S
BEGIN
LOCAL LABEL ITER ► ENDG'► CI ► REPEAT ► EINDS
INTEGER AA ► QUANT ► II ► JJ ► GG ► GRWP ► ODG ► DTG ► TMGS
BOOLEAN ITERATION ► BCLIMB ► BNQ ► BNS
INTEGER ARRAY ROWtkOVfQ ► QUANTQ(O.•F(Q))S
PROCEDURE PREP(A1 ► B1 ► AA ► BB)S INTEGER A1 ► A1S
COMMENT COMPUTATION OF DISTANCE AND FLIGHT TIME ► AND
PRINT-OUT OF THE FLIGHT PLANS
BOOLEAN AA ► BBS
COMMENT AA REFERS TO CLIMB ► 88 TO DESCENTS
BEGIN
DISTANCE= DISTANCE+A1 S FL•TIME= FLTIME+B1S
LINE(AArBB) S BURN= GRWQ
ENDS COMMENT PREPS
PROCEDURE EDITINGS
BEGIN LOCAL LABEL ENDEDS
FORMAT F03(X44 ►
 'CH' ► I4 ► I6 ► 06.2 ► A2)S
PROCEDURE OPS
BEGIN
IF F8 EQL 1 THEN
WRITE('COST')
ELSE IF FB EQL 0 THEN
WRITE( ► FUEL')








*** DETAILED FLIGHT PLAN ***')S
WRITE(' I ) S WRITE(	 ')S
IF ROUTE EQL 1111 THEN
BEGIN









IF ROUTE EQL 4444 THEN
BEGIN
WRITE O ATC I r )S QPS
ENDS
IF ROUTE EQL 5555 THEN
BEGIN
WRITE( ► ATC II # )S QPS
ENDS
IF ROUTE EQL 7777 THEN
BEGIN
WR I TE O GRC ► ) S QPS
ENDS
IF ROUTE EQL 9999 THEN
BEGIN
WRITE O SPECIAL TRACK r )S QPS
ENDS
WRITE( I MIN TRACK IN SPACE # )S QPS
WRITE(FO3 ► FLUR# DATE# TT)S
WRITE(' #)S
FL TMP TAS WIND	 DIST ACCD TIME ACCT BURN
ENDS COMMENT EDITINGS
PROCEDURE QQ ( 0)S INTEGER OS
COMMENT COMPUTATION OF SEGMENT. CONTRIBUTI ON. COST
TIME # FUEL# WEIGHT ETC.S
BEGIN
LOCAL LABEL JM1r JM20 JM30 JM ► ENDQS
	
















MM= M1+ 0*(GG•G)* (IF MG NEQ 61 THEN MM ELSE 0)$ ****718
GRWQ= GRWQ + 0*MM S 	 ***719
	
QUANT= IUANT+(IF FB EQL'1 THEN 1083 . 3*M2+15*MM	 ****720
ELSE IF ►-B EQL 0 THEN MM ELSE 600*M2 ) S	 ****721
ENDS COMMENT CLS	 ****722
****723
PROCEDURE CL(M1 ► M2)S REAL M1rM2S
COMMENT M1 DENOTES SEGMENT FUEL ►
BEGIN
LOCAL LABEL JUS REAL MMS
IF BCLIMB THEN
BEGIN




MM= IF G GEQ GG THEN -80

































MM= IF (0 EQL -1 AND G GEQ 66) OR (0 EQL 1
G LSS 66) THEN 100 ELSE 80S
.
i ^	 WANT = QUANTQ(I)S
ITERATION= IF NOT FOG AND MQ EQL 0 AND 0 EQL -1
sl { 	THEN TRUE(	 ELSE FALSES IF ROW(I) EQL 0 THEN GOTO JMS
GRWQ=	IF ITERATION THEN RowtO) ELSE ROW(i)s
IF MQ EQL
	
81 OR ITERATION THEN
I	 i BEGIN
IF DECLFUEL(G)	 LSS	 0 THEN GOTO JMS
8CLIM8= TRUES CL(DECLFUEL(G )r DECLTIME(G))S
8CLIM8=	FALSES
DDG= DECLDIST(G)S	 DTG= DECLTIME(G)*600 S
IF ED THEN PREP(DDG$ DTG• TRUE# FALSE S
ENDSI
IF NOT FOG THEN GOTO JM2S
JM1..
AID4=	 IF TDEV(G) LSS —10 THEN 64.08+6
I ELSE TABLE(1#GPMW)S'
IF GRWQ GEQ AID4 THEN GOTO JMS
IF NOT FOG THEN GOTO JM3S
l ^ JM2..
l GRWP=	 GRWQS GRWQ=	 GRWQ + 0* AIRDIST(G)/ 2*
(IF G EQL 1 THEN 4.94 +050000693* GRWQ ELSE
IF G EQL 2 THEN 0.54 + 050001043* GRWQ
ELSE —0965+ 0.000117* GRWQ)S
AA= TA8LE(O ► 6 v SR) S GRWQ=	 GRwPS
IF AA
	





IF ED THEN PREP(LEP	 TMG #FALSE•FALSE)S
IF NOT FBQ THEN GOTO JM1S




TRUES CL(DECLFUEL(G )# DECLTIME (G))S
BCLIMB=	FALSES
I! DDG= DECLDIST(G)S	 DTG= DECLTIME(G)*600 S
IF ED THEN PREP(DD6 p DTGt FALSE# TRUE S
ENDS
j GOTO ENDQS






ED=	 IF BI AND BG THEN TRUE ELSE FALSES
FOR AA= 0 STEP 1 UNTIL F(Q) DO
BEGIN
ROW(AA)= ROWQ(AA)= OS	 QUANTQ(AA) = 64.08+6
ENDS
QUANT= OS BCLIMB=	 FALSESI j
( IF FOG THEN
!f
BEGIN ****778
ROW(0)= RRf QUANTQ(0)= 0 ****779
i	 ENO
****780
j.	 ELSE  ****781
BEGIN ****782
ROW(F(Q)) = RRf QUANTQ ( F(Q ) )= 0 ****783
ENDS ****784
IF ED THEN ****785
BEGIN ****786
^•	 DISTANCE= FLTIME= Of BURN = ROW(0)S ****787
EDITING$	 WRITE(FO4+ RR)S ****788
ENDS ****789 
IF FBA THEN ****790
jBEGIN ****791




B1= Q-1$ B2= -IS B3= 0 ****796
ENDS ****797
****798
COMMENT ZONE CYCLE BEGINSS ****799
FOR MQm 81 ST`iP 82 UNTIL B3 DO ****800
BEGIN ****801
61=	 IF FbQ THEN MQ+1 ELSE MQS ****802
62=	 IF FSQ THEN MO ELSE MQ+is ****803
i`	 M= IO*MO+G1G+ ( IF IO EQL -1 THEN -1 ELSE 0); ****804
1	 ... ****805
COMMENT A CYCLE FOR GRAPH POINTS ALONG MERIDIAN ****806
BEGINSS ****807
l^^	 FOR JJ= STOREI(61) STEP 1 UNTIL STOREIQ(61) DO ****808
BEGIN ****809 
63= SQ(61 @ JJ ) S J= JQ(61tJJ)S ****810
(	 COMMENT A CYCLE FOR GRAPH POINTS ****811
ALONG NEXT MERIDIAN BEGINSS ****812
FOR I1= STOREI(62) STEP 1 UNTIL STOREIQ(62 ) DO ****813
BEGIN ****814
IF NOT 8I THEN ****815
'	 BEGIN ****816
IF(M GEQ 3 AND M LEO 8) AND ASS ****817
(II-JJ) GEQ 10 THEN GOTO CIS ****A18
BNQ= (FBA AND IO EQL -1) OR (NOT FBQ AND ****819
IO EQL 1)S ****820
OW (FBQ AND IO EQL	 1) OR (NOT FSQ AND ****821
IO EQL -VS ****822
IF M LSS 3 THEN ****823
BEGIN ****824
'	
t	 IF(BNQ AND 8K ****825
(M#JJ P II) ) OR	 (8N AND 8K(M P II• ****926
JJ)) THEN GOTO CI ****827
!	 ENDS ****828
IF M GTR 8 THEN ****829
BEGIN ****830
IF (BNQ AND ****831
f
If
1.	 QKQ(MoJJttI)l OR (8N AND BKQ
(M*IIvJJ)) THEN GOTO Cl
END
t .	 ENDS
G4_ SQ (62oII ) S I= JQ ( 62#II)S
IF FBQ THEN GEOMGRID(64#63)ELSE
6EOM6RID(63#64)S
PART26EOMS
IF MQ NEQ 81 THEN GG=STOREG (MQ B2)S
COMMENT A CYCLE FOR FLIGHT LEVELS BEGINS*
FOR G= STOREG(MQ) STEP 1 UNTIL
+	 STOREGQ(MQ) DO
BEGIN
IF NOT FBQ AND MG EQL 0 THEN
BEGIN
TEL = OS IF G NEQ GG THEN
+	 60TO ENDGS
N1= ROW(0)S ROW(0)= GRWQ=
i	 MAXTOW-200005
AEPEAT.*	
TEL = TEL +1S IF G LSS 1
THEN
1	 BEGIN
G= 66S GRWQ= OS
GOTO ENDG
ENDS
I^	 METPROC(G) S DESCLIMB(G)S
IF DECLFUEL(G) LSS 0 THEN
BEGIN
TEL= OS G= G-IS 60TO REPEAT
ENDS
QQ(-1)S IF GRWQ EQL 0 THEN GOTO ENDGS
N2= ROW(I) — GRWQS IF N2 GTR 10
AND ROW(0) EQL MAXTOW THEN 60TO
ENDGS
ROW(0)= ROW(0) + (IF TEL GTR 10
'	 THEN N2/2 ELSE N2)S
GRWQ= ROW(0 ) S IF ABS (N2) LSS 10
OR TEL GTR 10 THEN
BEGIN































































































































IF GRWO EQL 0 THEN GOTO ENDG
ENDS
IF QUANT LEO QUANTQ (J) THEN
BEGIN
ROW(J)= GRWQS QUANTQ ( J )= QUANTS
ROWQ(J)= IS IF Bi AND NOT BG
THEN STOREG(MQ)= GS
IF ITERATION THEN G= GG
ENDS
ENDS COMMENT FLIGHT-LEVEL CYCLES
ENDS COMMENT ALONG-NEXT-MERIDI AN CYCLES
ENDS COMMENT ALONG-CURRENT-MERIDI AN CYCLES
IF BI AND NOT ECG THEN
STOREGQ(MQ ) = STOREG(MQ)
ENDS COMMENT ZONE CYCLES
IF ROW(0) EQL 0 THEN GOTO FINDS
IF 8I THEN GOTO FINDS J_IF FBQ THEN F ( Q) ELSE F(0)S
FOR MQ= 83 STEP —82 UNTIL 81 00
BEGIN
K= IF FSO THEN MO ELSE MQ+1S I= ROWQ(J)S
STOREIQ ( MQ +( IF B3 EQL 0 THEN 1 ELSE 0 ) )= I—F(K-1)+
STOREI(K)-1 S J IS
ENDS
FOR MQ= 0 STEP 1 UNTIL Q 00 STOREI(MQ )= STOREIQ(MG)S
TOWQ= ROW(0) S M1= IF FBQ THEN QUANTQ(F(Q ) i ELSE
QUANTQ(0)S








PROCEDURE FF(UUvVV ) S	 INTEGER ARRAY UU#VVS
BEGIN




INTEGER S1#S2vS3 v F FBBS REAL PRS
BOOLEAN 88#FACTORISATIONS
COMMENT S1 AND S2 DETERMINE THE LIMITS OF FLIGHT
LEVELS*
S3 IS A DUMMYOEXCEPT WHEN
e^
	x' ^•	 FACTORISATION IS TRUE ►
THEN S3 IS A DATUM FOR THE FLIGHT
LEVEL
IN WHICH THE M ► F ► P p IS COMPUTED ►
PR IS PERCENTAGE TRIP FUEL
FFBB DETERMINES WETHER COSTS(+1) ►
FUEL ( 0) OR TIME ( —i) IS OPTIMIZED ►
BB * sUSE LANDING WEIGHT(TRUE) ► USE
j	 TAKE OFF WEIGHT(FALSE)
1	 FACTORISATION ( TRUE) INITIALISES
PROCES IN THE HORIZONTAL ON THE
BASIS OF FLIGHT TIME ►
FOLLOWED BY COMPILATION OF FLIGHT
PLAN IN THE VERTICAL ON THE BASIS
OF COSTSvFUEL OR TIMES►
BEGIN
INTEGER NNS
LOCAL LABEL ENOPR ► INGS
PROCEDURE AAS
COMMENT SPECIFICATION OF LIMITS IN HORIZONTAL OF
GRAPH POINTS ALONG MERIDIANS
BEGIN
LOCAL LABEL UTRECHTS
STOREI(0) =STOREIQ ( 0) =ST - A(G1Q-1)S
STOREI(Q) = STOREIQ(Q) = ST1-A(G2Q—i)$
IF ROUTE GEQ 1111 THEN GOTO UTRECHT$
FOR K= 1 STEP 1• UNTIL Q-1-90
BEGIN














AAA(F1tF2)S INTEGER F1 ► F2S
= ICATION OF LIMITS IN THE VERTICAL$
1 UNTIL Q-1 00
Fi$ STOREGQ(K) = F2$
AAAS
PROCEDURE EP$
IF TOWQ GEC MAXTOW
BEGIN
WR I TE O SUPER
GOTO ENDPRS
ENDS COMMENT EPS









PROCEDURE NNQ(A)S VALUE AS INTEGER AS
NNm IF NOT 88 THEN TOW ELSE AS
PROCEDURE TWS
COMMENT SAFEGUARDING AGAINST OVERLOADINGS
IF TOWQ GEQ MAXTOW OR TOWQ EQL O THEN
BEGIN
WRITE(PEJT)S WRITE( O DECR LANDING W')S
GOTO ENDPR
ENDS
COMMENT IF FACTORIZATION IS TRUE t THEN THE OPTIMIZATION
TAKES PLACE FIRST IN THE HORIZONT AL AND THEN
IS FOLLOWED BY IN THE VERTICALS
IF FACTORISATION THEN
BEGIN
AAS AAA(S3•S3)S NNQ(SS)S ROUTE= 11115












SPACEOPT (IF BB THEN FALSE ELSE TRUE•FFBBP TRUE#
FALSEPNN)S TWS
EPS NNQ(SSSS)S
SPACEOPT(TRUEtFFBBPTRUE P TRUEoNN) S EPS




IF ROUTE GEQ 1111 THEN
BEGIN
READ(PCF('NASAD' ) e STs STIs DONE@ ERR S
GIG= ZONEI(ST)S
FOR K= 1 STEP 1 UNTIL Q-1 00
BEGIN READ(PCF('NASAD')t STOREI(K)t DONE# ERRS
WRITE(FO2o 1# STOREI(K))S





6EOM6RID(STOST1 ) S MINTIME=	 ****1049
I	 GEODIST ( E3o(LA1+LA2) /2)/465S CTQS	 ****1050






1. WHEN A FLIGHT PLAN FOR THE OPTIMAL COST TRACK IS NEEDED ****1055
I	 CALL 1 PROCES(1t 3t It 0*03t It TRUE D FALSE)'	 ****1056
2. WHEN A FLIGHT PLAN FOR THE OPTIMAL FUEL TRACK NEEDED 	 ****1057
CALL 1 PROCES ( 1t 3t It 0 * 03f Of TRUE # FALSE)'	 ****1058
3. WHEN A FLIGHT PLAN FOR THE LEAST TIME TRACK NEEDED 	 ****1059 i
CALL S PROCES ( it 3. 1. 09031-1t TRUE D FALSE) ' S 	****1060
****1061
PROCES(1t 3 p It 0 * 039-10 TRUE# FALSE)s	 ****1062






WRITE(' ')S WRITE(' ')s
	 ****1068
WRITE('	 *** END OF RUN ***')S	 ****1069




WRITE('	 *** INPUT DATA ERROR *** t )S	 ****1072
EOP..	 ****1073
(
^ ELT NWS o 1 t 810227 r 039147, ,	 _____^e[ * + VD<	 X
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Gr NER ',t.
This pr„grau which pia-, written for e , Net Jmc- ,t, of ti ra•a J1 ,11ril :luna :
flight h.anrriog for UC8-D3 • 4 rcr • afts uver the Nurth -tiantic has
Liven converted for use in UNIVAC 1108 in .ALGOL 60 arid will be
Hnhance,l to be appropriate for flight planning for UC1G aria 6747
aircr.if:.s
Feference i5 ,Wade to pages and formulas in 'Optimal Track Selection
ind 3-Dimensional Flight Planning' written ty H. M, DE JONG, KNMI No 473.
^t PUT/Q.JTFU UAT6 Q jj,RIPTIONV
l;.lp r,JT
N!ETK14 ^f I_:L, DATA
There are Six data tab le s fur cu,rpre=sed rneteo r oiugical da`a igeopotancia,
height(in gpdam)and tempei , ature(centigrade degree) >
Sr-e p 136• Fiq. 39.
r,eopotentlal values and temperature art depicted fru,;. the grid points in a
Cartesldn grid superpused on a polar strreograpthic O.rt pi o,lection
with tt..,ndard parallel at 60 degree N.
Tl,is grid i^& p art of Lhe well-known oi-t igondl grid p r epare ,] ty
tnQ N.itio,iji 'teteurolugic-1 CL•nLer
The y-as is rums	 with tt,e 80 dcgree W mvrldi<3n
%r, ate.. covered 1 .; rectangle cun,ltri:,inq 12 t 16 qrl,' points.
F^,• p o!,t I , ut	 i :• tin 
;nose six tdbies show r^eteoroloaical Jats l each table 12 x 16) for QGh,
:_:jO, unu a0`J ,r,bir fur two validity t1,nF4 lc hUtJt'S apart
	•	 ;!;'' - 	 gURlw,;-, Pity.
	
Fvp{I,	 OF POOR
TABLE 1 snows suecific range for flight It-vels, 310, 35V, and 31;0Il.
	I 
r	 (SCot P. 11h, LabIc- 1 ).	 This is an 11T,1jor tdnt t-cunun,ic inde ► which
	
I !'	
is tnt% air distance covered by a turbo — ,let aircr„ft per unit of
I	 fu,•l cun•..umption
This datun is almost independent of temperature and depends on
;,ht- aircraft w eight only at d prefixed flight level
TABLE 2 stows maximum weight(kg) per flight levels X10, 35(D arid 39C.
(see p. 122, table 9). 	 The maximally allowable weight depends
i
on flight jltitude and temperature deviation from standard.
TABLE i show s climb distance (nautical mile) as a ;unction of weight (kg,
and :light ivvel: 310, 350, and 390.
Se,- P. 1 1:-1,	 t..j b l e 5	 . 'A.
TABLE 4 srgows climb time r 111000 hrs) as a 4 ; urgctic o n of Weight (kg) 01-10
	
' I	
fliq ,t lrvt	 gat p. 117, table 3
j TABLE 5 snou g s climb fuel (kq) a-L a function of weight and flight le^eis
	
r	 Set- to i l.V,	 t.,b l e 7
	
I`	 7ADLE Cs, S!I3Ws i I IMb time' t0ii0,p ►_'rap ure corrc-ctIon as L:r+ipe r -;, t ur ,? dQ 3 lit or,,
and cIimb ti gg,f (1i101)Ci nT'Si) it St.anddTd tQ;nprraturr
Se•' • u	 1;7.	 L -anl - -,
At LE	 SisouWS C11mb i UCl Lemprra:urr cocrectiun	 wee p 11 1^r, taDlt t
	









►!LU,'. 	 .jAQ I!'JP_T ^AkAri^r lP,^
FLVP	 .egru-nse rnumner
	
1	 Y ►,XI A taigI fuel	 (kit)




3	 ORIGINAL PAGE is
OF POOR QUALITY
:?ESF-R':'E = rL.•st-rve fuel	 '. ky>.
TOW - -1
	 LoInputaiun startiny ,n end-point oi- fligiit.
'IAXTO^J - :naximu m take-off weight.
rI-XLW	 -- u,aximuot landing weight.
GATE = mate; month/year.
IO = -1, east bound flight, 1; west bound flight.




POUIE = T ,t to indicatur.
S1' _ ctart.ing graph point number.
ST1 = destination graph point number.
i%iote Mere that all input data are read from card images of PCF =
 file
FLF filt .
 ::a:ne is NASAL.
UTPUT
In the flight plan (see output Listing),
NO. = graph point numr:er.
HEAD = 1 :e,Aing in flight.
FL. = ftiuht Ievel in 100 ft.
TMP = orf sCandard temperat'ire )Ti cent.igl rade degree;
TAS = t:'u, <Iir' Speeu
WIND	 tail (head) wi::d along the track.
t,16T - di5tnnce of f11gi,t seguient
Cu = accumulated distance fiourn(n. it,)
T1ME = ri:T,E- aio:,g srg:ne11t flown
r11CCI - _ accumulated time flown (hr, mir)
UURrJ = fu•:l c :in i,umeLi in segmeitt lf.g
W>:IGHr - w e1g' : t (kgt
TOC = t: p of c 11mb
TOD = t.:; o- ie -&cen
i	 4
ORIGINAL PAGE Lc,
_x?K ►^ C_, iri+•^=,1T;; ^^")R YHt PFii:^^i:Ar^.	 GF POOP QUALITY"(
Prucuaure JNFFRPOL computes , linear interpoi:tiun.
1 - ^9
PrucPdure 4UM1 and SUM2 compute summations.
-rhe5e procedures are used for cumputiiiy average values in
pi-oce,wi-e McTHROC
72 — %:i
Procedure WW is a write-procedure.
77
p1, ;:2, and p3 are flight levels.
{1, qr'_' ,, and q3 are pressure altitude for standard pressure levels
:QUO=
2,50, and 200 mbar. 	
-S4
reads in compressed values Fur geopoten tlal haigr,t and temperature in
2u0, 25 ,j, and '300 mbar, valid for two standard time„ 12 hours apart
and fill; array HT with tiros_ data.
Rt5 - -0
write.• _• rut tine inputed data for checkin g, purposes
92 - i l ..
pruduce5 i tie miieteJi-Olog1cal vjii'a.n) LBrS 	 LO(A(ii C'S 7E- ,' y	 ?r,-,1aI 8Tsd
-E,T, N er"a;.i,re data, wni^h apply in yriG points at Tii;rt laver: ^iV, J50
And 3'-vO	 T lidre$ore tiie iiiputed data for 	the st -mndarC pressure altltudt_
ii , e d:,s.royed
5 - 1:S
Thv graph points arP labelleLl by, nu„ibei s runi,ing 4'1-GM V to 115
mote ti,at, the graph point: number shown iii Fig. 3.7 , r :10 runs trom
1 to 1'. 6,
5	 URIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR: QUALITY
!,e graph is such that the point sets consist 01- ,ut_ets o+ pain-;
rranyed along	 meridians' (index run i,irig fro,r, U to i5).
rray A(index) contains tl,e graph point number assigned to the most
-,urthc-rIy point on VOL h meridiaii.
;r • ray A is used for the computation of zone index (procedure 7-ONEI
1 19 - 1:33
Array V has values assigned for geographic cuor,llnates for g raph points
and check points on continents . latitude (4 diyits) and longitude ( 4
,ligits) in degrees and hundredths.	 See Fig. 37, P.110.
1:35 - 142)
fills L'oulean array BK and Br,fl with 'TRUE'	 ( initialization ).
43 - 1 `,6
I	 de„ot,es 0 lock inq in continental airways (connect;.ity in file gy-aph).





or blocked ( TRUE=blocked and FALSE=conr,ec:ed).
l	 r,rray 13r is used for the zone index	 3 and array Li,u, is used =or
- :,e zone inde=	 9.
1 (	 K(a, b, c)-FALSE means p o i n t ' b	 on meridian 'a' z.
	 •^netted w  tr




b' d?note-_ thN 'b
	 th point from the b<i `om on the
-tfr1dian.	 r_xemple: see F ► g. ;37	 Bh(2,2,2) = FALEE :ntaiis gra{,h
-uint n , )mucr a on meridian 2 is connected with graph paint nu,r,;,er _•
c.: ,r,eri,,.i.:n 3
r'ruceGure LONEI 6E LC, [ nlnes the index Of the zOne iS=Ucl ated with
-, • aph point nuower	 raram_ter U -= urspt, point numb.^r
: or e„a:np,e, a yraph point number 47' gives 	 Ir:EI (45: =6
i '4 - tR3
t	 E
(	 ORIGINAL PAGE If
OF POOP QUALM
Pruc t=uure UT ulsseLts latitude and lungitude i'row ti e comp res
^ I ^	 ^ word :n. -ittr5
LALAT means latitude and LALONG means longitude.
Parameter K i ,. on index of arras! V.
185 — 2:6
Procedure LIS determines actual latitude and lungzLUde
.alue for a graph point. (see procedure DT).
The sign of longitude is changed in east of Greenwhich.
11 Parameter U a=graph point number.
I !	 218 — 2:i7
PruCtdure CTU prepares a time :o5tan t array L'D, zonally specir'ied,
to be used for the time interpolation later on.
I^	
4=0.4 denotes an estimated flight time o; 24 min. per continental zone.
There ai • e 15 in=_.tant. values -(index 0	 t-ndex 14).
(	 '39 — 256
t	 Procedure riH computes grid puint vdiues for geopotentiai or temperaturs
t CHOICE=TRUE computes geopotential value, while CHOICE=FALSE computes
I^	
temperature value) in flight level inder F tinder 1 denotes 31000 ft
end indices 2 and 3 dr--ote 3504u and 39000 ft re=_ae_tivelq).
I
I	 Parameters V and W deicote index numv ii • s of array HT i r eteo-t ologica1 )






e HH) and bi—linear
index r : uo,uers of array;
Prucedure uEuF com p utes oeorotential (when
twhen CHOICE =h- ALSEI value ir, droitr-3ry point,
grid point values fro;,, array HT isee urucedur
intrrt:o tati::n
Farameters V and W will be modified to denote
Hr	 Paramet er C = i119Nt`, 1evel indt`Y.
7
	
I 1	 ORIGINAL. PrG'47. IS
If
-. ^ 7 - : •:	 OF POOR
	
l	 Hrucedure X1'IRAh,,-)F converts the yeollrapl.ical coordinates (LA , L&J, Ot
	
I^	
a point ors earth into the Cartisan coordinates cY,X)
Sue P -.2-6a.
i I	 `36 - 2:-:9
Prucedure GEODIST Lomputes distance on the sphere ft-om Euclidian
	
}I^	 distance UDD^	 given in units of the rectangular grid on the map.
	
I
I 	 LAT d.!notes latitude.
	
l	 X91 - 3,j1
Procedure GEOMGRID computes Euclidian distance ago unit vector
pointiny aluny an arc in the graph between two arDitrary graph points
with respect to reeea rgular grid system.
	
({	 FN and GG denute graph point numbers of end puirits.
E3 demotes Euclidean distance
El and r.O denote unit vectors for x,y components respectively.
303 - 3.=.3
IProcedure PART2GEOM determines length of segment nu summation of
	
I ^ 	 contrihu'lons from iu k,segments (LENGTH(I)).
e sub	 rmients a  a ,.de n t 1 f i e J by inter _	
-
ecti0n of _r, arc :ii t i
cuord:n:.;t	 ines 1n EucIi:,ean gr•zd.
NurmaIiLed courdinatat: (runn:ri g ': role U to 1) are stored in array AS
7 t,e5e v-I ue5 serve al_o a- weighting racr.L)r_ lar.er ur
c
	f	 D de p utes distance Computed for aver.sged degree o+ IIVltuae on the
5pr,e T N	 fir)':iq L_ErjG`H r I) contain s l-ti cths of 5 1 useQii-? lit,s an the
lsphere,.	 AI1)2 denotes interpolated degree of latltUL;e
a









S=flight izvet index (1,4 or 3)
DhTA I:-S
310 - 3.1
C0111pUteS gd0j)0te1:t1G1 value at oi:d-points of a fiiyot seyment.
17 1,
computes drift angle by using iieilamy's tormula tsee F. 'iS).
376 - 3:-(1
estimates coordinaces in mid point F of segment. r=iXster, 'Yster).
384
estimates temperature in mid point P at flight level S.
Tempe;-at.ui-e h.,s minus sign.
wind compooents, geostrophic wind. 	 Formulas sr:c,c: l n in P.6'?'-7^J is not
used (reason: not to smooth, too drasticakly from geupotential field,.,
arld to e conLimiZe In sp eed of co:riputation t) y com pute,
See for:cula : 5-221 a::a 5 23 in p 66.
Array WNDX and WNDY contain x-component and y-component of wind rest.
_=3
_ornpu}r.s true ai! .peed (TA= ) for the specific t-;:•e Or aircraft
For valu&s uT cunstdnts see Smithsonian tables, tletL--ru tog ical ter, t book:
or ICAO Staodord At:,,o•.pi:ere.
co:putes flight time cu:r,pOner:ts using vector sum cf wina and TAS5,
and sk-gme::t 1,•nyth ^LrW'^H (I > i
3';ee - 4:)?
decer f,ilnes avar • a . )e ' 3 aiues t or' :neteoruioyical an0 Cti,cr pai a:T-eter? alUna
^eyment under consideration using previously calcul<itej contrlbutLuns
TEM= temperature	 TuEV(5)=: teinpe.v atura deviation
rF1ME(5)=f t iiiht cline 111 +1 Lght lt:vPl index S.
AIRDIST(S) = ,air dist<in• e
LE = d istant.e of +l ign t segment.
W1X(S) and WIY(S) = wind components





ORIGINAL P;;U ► :,
OF POOR QUALITY
Prucedure TABLE and TABLES are fur table look — up procedure for
performance data. 	 Eee P.116-119 and output listings
461 — 4v7
Frocedure READO reads in performance data and procedure WRiTEG directly
writes uut those inputed data fur checking purpose.
4 1?9 — 5;)0
coefficients useO in algoritrtms.
502 — 5:)7
reads in and writes out initializing input par_m ,^ters for flight pian.
508 — 5:'0
In case of prescT • iUed track tligr,t, the routine reads in 0 (number of
'II
	
graph point=, on the Ares^i • ibed route)
In anu;,i,er case, it reads in ST(starting point nu:,tlaer) and S71( endan^
point ntam!:e:) and d::c :des Q value
in the la ger, u=( iiu:r,ber of to :ies uetween sourLa avid deStA1iAt;10n) —
5:9 — 5.-:C--'
Procedure ti0 and J:) are co:iversiun fur:auias for indices used in
:ubsawnoent alaorithnis ity usir,q entrres of array A (.anuo y ; o,•
^t ray F(^rtdt • x	 ).
°:34 — 5:;5
Frocrdure 1JESCLIr1 ^c cuwputes performance cy using :t,e table loo E —uc




OR GUALI?'y/.i • ray Dr.CI_TiMt	 gets	 c ! imb time	 ur	 de,L en It
	
tIMe.




	 gets	 climb fuel	 ur	 descent
	 fuel.
,.rray AiRDIST	 gets	 climo air	 distance	 or	 descent air	 distance.
II:rray TIME	 yet;s
	 climb	 time or	 descent	 time.
SIP 1^ote that	 in	 the	 descent zone,	 performance	 data tab la	 is not	 used.
So specific expression:, by company's planning policy are chosen.
See formula 6.31 in P 120-121.
5 :^7 — 5:.,9
Prucedure ARCTAWi is for cumputation of headinu degree by using
arc tanilent formula
5,b 1 — 5..1)4
Procedure LO is for computation uf- longitude from Euc:idean coordinates
in rectdnyular grid.
	
See P.60, formula F_ 17 and 5.16.
'i and Z21
 denute Euclidean coordinate,,
^.b6 — 5 "1 4
Procedure NEADIN-.4 computes heading in degree as required for flight
r Iat in , n:; :3urpost^s
^_1 and t_c denute X — LO:npunt^nt a nti y — compor-ent Of `.; jL^ Cit speed.
576 — 617
procedure LINE writes uut optimized tligi:t plan
_= te tt:e outi:ut listing Uf the flight F;lcin
to?S — 9.:6
PTucudure _iPP.CEDr T is a keg pruet--dure *or opt imal liAtion
In this p: , ocedure crucial is that some parameters rnau not Surpass k_-Pp--!—
hound,.• fur exa:r:ple aircraft weight
This requires the iI)CIUsJun of Serv2r'Zil protective	 cmrnts in Order to
_n;ure groper functioningof LhE uperatjoiial ^c l:,r,N il^—tl1ght
=r	
_ '
1	 ORIGINAL PACE 'I",.
OF POOR QUALITY
FliQ determines whether the flight plan Lc:nputatton wtll b= perTur:ned
boc I,w.Jrd ( fa I se ) or f = o: ward ( tT'ue ) .
Fis deter-mines whether cost(+1) or fuel (u) or f11gr1t time( - 1) w111 be
*pt lmt zs.•d
ul determines whether the navigation regime is tree in the horizontal
(false) or bounded by one point(true).
CG determines whether the cruising altitude is +ree(false) or
bounded (true).
PH is take-uff weight or landing weight
L-tTAILS
637 - 6-! 5
Prucedure PREP curnputes distance and flight time, and prints out one
line rif flight plan
A1=seycnc• nt distance.	 131= segment fllgtrt •time.
r4A=true denotes 'client,' and BB=(,rue rrleal,s 'descent'
See the output listlnr of the flight plan
r.17 - 6 -4
Procedure EDITING prints out prover heading lines
-' 6 - - 3
Procedure uG computes segment contribution, fuel: etc.
WhOI1 11--1 cllrnpur.at1Un LA fOr ln -r"light 01t• +?Ct101,
When u=+i computattun .s for uppo,ite flight dire^t^cn.
_ , ..,
Pv , uceau T e 1_L conli.-utes the air • Cratt Weight(GRWG) aru total tuel, fllgh-
trine ur c u s L s a 
	
enL1 -point or' a Flowtr se9;nent. (the _ coil tr.butiun ar Tu(-
ill sti • p	 included).
7aramet-2 r M1 denote.. Segment fual (kq) ana Mc_` segment time (min) .


















,^qui, r.:(r^C .Iry Q l'k^J^	 OF POOR Qr!ALITY
GU de iiutcr b flight level irides, at the yroptl point wh ►_n ttic CumNutatlu ,
;tar • t5.
	 G drnutes ti,e flight levee index to be investigated.
=t.ep ran SUM I,tion: 	 Ur=10U kg/4000ft
DOWN=-80 k g / 4000f t
(Sul-plus of s^a gment fuel)
:rERAriU1J becom es TRUE when (1) back—trdcking (2) first zone is reached
(3) TOW is unknuwn and Wb is known (see P.120).
In array ROW the aircraft weight is stored.
(;HWG denotes aircraft weight at the end point Of seument.
GUANT denotes cost, fuel or time at the errd point of flown segment.
-1 9 — 7:i6
Lo,,putdtion in cli„,b or descent uy prOCadure CL.




co,nput, s s-jg•r,ent contribution of --hanq -s in airci-iPt weight.
1: ute Chet fuol t.onsump ion is eipre:isNd c.,= 1oSS or eiLr"ra+t weight.
.'ire table fur specific: r• aiigte rF :16t is used,
-urmura 6. 1 (P 115) requirte, ai, estimote Of weight nelfwau .A fllyht
sr g niai,t	 Fur that put pose cOrfflCitnt! as shown in table 2, P li p girt
r,:qui. e&; trI, r2)
7 53
ju:i.ping uac:. to lauel JM1 xs for safeauardinq that, the actually deal.?:
aircraft we igrht dues i,oC iurpcis ,* the ma,.imal :y allow,,:d Wei grit
-7:i5 — 7i2,




URI ANAL PAGIE to1f ED it; FRUE then it prints uut the r • csultt.•	 OF POOR QUALITY
;55
GRWO and GUANT attain absurd values for sateyuirding ohetatiunal
porfoi • m..nc c
7-71
I
ED becomes TRUE when all degrees of freedom in the horizuntal and the
	
`•	 vertical are lost, for example when a call of procedure SPACEOPT take,
place in the final mode for fliqht plan computation along the (optimal'i
track found in previous calls
	
'^^	 (when navigation regimes is bounded by one point and cruising altitude
is bwu.,ded:.
7 72 - 7`+'7
'((
Initializatiun and preparation of all parameters needed for the
l^
algorithmic process of uptimization- 	 •6
PijG=THUG
 means fl 1gh t p I a n computation wi11 be performed forwards.
Iith i 1 e Fi;G1=FALSE b a c I: w,+r d s	 -
Array F is filled in lime 528-9:32	 f(see procedure Ft
	
I
+ 	 T1„' process can be sic tivated for arbi tray brg in- anc er-d-punts.
	
I	 In orui?r to reduCe :-turage ^,pac•. a	 is snad• for all suose`
	
II	 ^0111t	 bo arrdy F i5 uetined erld tunctionS completer_, anaioyous to
,irr,iy A for whole graph p(•li:t s,it
	
!I I '	 r- r• r-coy SIOREl and STOREI0 contain the rlssiyned nuAtbe: 5 of la'^'eiledIi
,
•?tld—pt,i,-t - -n filFr idja:,s lrl the suagi ailh
"ttnr r y r 1• • runs fr:,m I inc 7v q tt, vO4.
zunr cyL l e re peat`s ds ,neinu titres ds tli. numuer of zuney
I
I
cyclr Vur graph points along meridiar. runs from list Eob t• o rt1C-.
I'lils Cyl• le t • C•pecst5 as ii,cintt t1,ur5 ds tl,e nu,i,urr of graph points in
	
I	






14	 URIGiNFL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALM'
cycle fur graph pullets a Ion q ndxt a„median runs f • - om 11ne 611 t 
71ei5 cyc ► r re I,c-6ts j; many tide:• as the number o f g 1',Ipto PuIret y I n
the ne X t one: i,) 1.±n.
A cycle for flight levels runs from line t;4c: to 696.
This cycle repeats ds many times as the number of flight levels used
610
conversion fur indices used in subsequent alyorichms.
615 - 8.,j5
If the ndVigation is free (61 =FALSE) in the horizontal, It checks
u rhethur a segment (II, JJ) is blocked or not.
CK ur DKO = TRUE means airway is blocked.
:f blocked, it skips computation for the -^eyment.
2s6 - 8 -i0
co,ever.iun for indices (point G4)	 A-
determines geographic eistrients for a segment between po i nts G3 and U:.
See procedures GEGM(;RID aied PAR(2GE1JM.
946 — 8!5
In case of backtrackinq in a flight plan cumputaciun an ite ^atioi#
proce • s	 rjut. into at tile, in the c1 irub zo ne.
This is dune in ordei to determine the (unknOwn) tai.-ofi ,A;11ght by
iteration in such a way that the climb pZ1Aweter: do in:-^ttr, wit? the
haraonrtrr, fount dor ing LdCktroclinq wt, en arrlvinea - r. +.h! .limb 1or, -
The ite y Atlun starts with a take-oft weight 20000 1.tt t,?low the
(knows . ) Rir_XAMUM t', k r – oft welght
Array RuW cuntains the (optimal) \/aiue or aircrdit weight fu-.)t,0 durir,.,
Optlm.iliz,:j'eori, usi ig a rune-cycle
Tiee lteiatiur, finisi'es wt. en either tt.e welgrit dilltF' : '1_E -It tiia pu11,t







oxcee:is 1O spoor ca rvt.rtjerrcr•)
:n each step ta ►.e — off welght is ad,lu^,.tod	 :re lint vi,L^-57:j.
8 .1 9  — 8:17
siMilar' coMputstiotts but not backtracking case or not table—off
urright. .jd jv-^tmetit cast
898 — 8,r'4
These statement. are crucial optimalization criteria.
J9 — 9:!5
Preparation of elements which are required fur a Subsequent tail for
procedure SrACEUPT with lessened number of degrees of freedom
including a final call for computation and presentation of flight
elan data
	 In this final stage no degrees of freedon are le;t.
FrocedW a StI ACEu p r then merely operates along a peed,, fined tract
(the -;olutiun of pro.vIOLIs calls).
P.18 — 9:12
Prucedure rF determines a zoire index tirrdy F for a subset o* gr•apn
points dnjlugou5 to array A. (array F is a sub—zone .gray
17'34 — 1 )3`:
A e..;11 fur prc.ceuure PROC ES
 results in tine production of a } light pl y +
.along ix,ar.e:cr routt- -s drs:red
CIETAI:.S
9m2 — 9.'3
Spoec.r'ication of limltu in hurizont:al Llr graph poin r:t aior. y met•idtans
:-rray StOrEi and arrau STORt10 store lower limits a?,: upper limits
resperctiveli for the rruarher of uripn points on each rt.t-ridian
:f route- . = :ill, ti eta production of fLigtit plait aluno a
	 resribeJ
r u u t e





in (i>.	 Luc (ii) can he generaLOU with a slightly dif+erent i^itu'inc
oe1ght.	 The cumpilatiun of a flight pion along a prrsj_r;brd runt_
^.	 Fusses througn all tnr• ee prucadure c-ails
l	 Nhis me--ns that in fact the computatiun is repeated threefold, however
I^.	 with prupt-rly tuned landing or take —off weights.
in order to protect :,gainst subsequent calls of procedure PROCES, RUUFE
is assianod b:I 1000
1037 — 1 Cj•t8
Read state :rient in Casa that a flight plan compilat_on is desired along
a prescri:)ed track..




	 CoMp-Jtdtion or' an estimate Of flight time to be used Tor tht estimat!os
of other parameters
The same u)i t:h d 1 st:ar.ce.
;: roceoure Ci'G makes time instant array VD Tor each .un:lmerid.Lani.
;-rray E is for storing the number of graph points jisc-d on a m er;d:ar,
I06-2 — I OA-5
pisrfor:tis a proce._ for tr.s production of a flight p;;^n.




FF'Bu_J :!:e fns fUf?l opt- , FFUL-' = -1 ri-ieen ,  time opt.
regular . tji pr—,, centa! i e (PR=--O C..^)
[	 rligh levels used between 51 = 1 for :31000 and 52-_3 fcr 29000.
03=1. tI,e valve is imn.ater • ial if FACTURIZATIOri : s rr~L~;E.
Fc,r req.,l:ed -light plans
I
1. when •o +iiyrjt p. -jr , fur tare opt,,rjal cus;, truck is r.,^eded,
!II
i G
Lail 'pruci , s (1,.i, 1,0.03, I,TRUr,FALSt)'
when a fIigh
	
p 	 for the o p t i ma 'A. r Lie I tract, i s nv.ade,],
ca i 1 '10ruces c 1, 3, 1, 0. 030 0, TRUE, FALSE)
3. when a T1iyhc plan fur the least time track is needed,
call 'pruces (1, 3. 1.,0.03,-1, TRUE, FALSE ),,
For the flight p 1 a i 1 1, 2 u  3 above, FACTURIZAT!CIN=FALSE.
For other flight planning simulations, FACTORIZATION=TRUE.
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